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defended in bad faith, such that the fees paid by Statek to finance the defense
should never have been expended in the first place.
This Court has already held, and the Delaware Supreme Court has
affirmed, that Johnston and Spillane defended the §225 action in bad faith
and were personally liable to pay Vendel's attorneys' fees and expenses.2
This Court found (in the words of the Supreme Court) that "the conduct of
the Defendants rose to the level of bad faith because they had no valid
defense and knew it."2" This Court also found that " that conduct also
bad faith forced Vendel to
supports the conclusion that the defendants in
2 °9
action."
§225]
[the
prosecute
and
commence
From these findings it follows (in my opinion, inescapably) that the
defendants also acted in bad faith by causing Statek to finance their defense,
which was found to be a "sham" and "intended to delay the inevitable day
of reckoning, and to enable the defendants to continue mulcting the
corporation without detection. 2' 1 To say it differently, had defendants not
acted in bad faith, the §225 action would never have been prosecuted and
there would have been no defense costs for Statek to bear. The same
fiduciary duty considerations that justified shifting to the defendants the
liability to pay Vendel's fees, also warrant shifting to those defendants the
fees and other defense costs they improperly caused Statek to incur. Because
there was no "good faith" dispute about the merits of the claim in the §225
action, the defendants are liable to Statek for the fees and expenses it paid
to defend that action.
The availability of a fully developed record now permits the Court to
draw the same conclusion regarding the §220 (and Connecticut) actions as
well. In the same Opinion where it awarded fees to Vendel against Johnston
and Spillane in the §225 action, the Court declined to shift fees by reason of
the defendants' conduct of their defense of the §220 (books and records)
action. The reason was that the record then before the Court was
"insufficient to support the conclusion that the defendants' opposition was
in bad faith."21 Although that ruling is now final, the record of the
defendants' conduct was later significantly expanded. As a consequence it
has now become clear (albeit in hindsight) that the defendants' bad faith

ZArbitrium (CaymanIslands)Handels v. Johnston, Del. Ch., 705 A.2d 225 (1997);
affd, Del. Supr., 720 A.d 542 (1998).
'Arbitrium (CaymanIslands)Handels,720 A.2d at 546.
2'Arbitrium (Cayman Islands)Handels,705 A.2d at 237.
"°OI at 233.
2l1M The Court so ruled "with reluctance" and despite its observation that "the
defendants' pre-litigation conduct is highly suspect." M
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motive also permeated and drove their defense of the §220 (and
Connecticut) actions.212
Indeed, it is now abundantly manifest that ever since Statek was
acquired in 1984, the defendants have engaged in a pattern of massive
fraudulent diversions of Statek's (and TCI I's) assets, and concealments of
the same. The defendants' knowledge that they had no defense, and their
need to deploy obstructive and dilatory litigation tactics "... to delay the
inevitable day of reckoning and.., enable the defendants to continue
mulcting the corporation without detection," could not have sprung full
blown from the head of Zeus in 1994 when the §225 action was flied. As
the present, significantly expanded, record shows, that knowledge and
motive must have preexisted all of the the successive lawsuits, and must also
have driven the defense of those lawsuits in which Vendel and Johnston and
Spillane were the antagonists.
For these reasons, the defendants are liable for $197,768 they caused
Statek to pay for their personal legal fees, including to defend the §220, the
§225, and the Connecticut actions." 3
6.

The Claim That The Defendants
Caused Statel To Pay $1,706,947
For Unnecessary Lines of Credit

Next, the plaintiffs seek to recover $1,706,947 of costs that
defendants caused Statek to incur in order to finance lines of credit from
First National Bank of Boston ("FNBB") and Chemical Bank." 4 The basis
for the claim is that the lines of credit were unnecessary, and the costs
incurred to maintain them constituted a breach of fiduciary duty, because:
(i) Statek was internally financed and had no need for any credit line, and (ii)
insofar as the record discloses, all proceeds of the credit lines were diverted

212

Had the present record been available to the Court in 1997, it would have ruled
differently on the bad faith issue in connection with the §220 action. The 1997 ruling is the law of
that case, however, and this Rpt ho observation should not be construed as an invitation to move
to reopen the (now-final) 1997 judgment.
21
isfinding does not, of course, entitle the plaintiffs to a double recovery. To the
extent Statek has been held entitled to recover on these "legal fee" claims in Subsection 5(c) above,
the rulings made here simply constitute an alternative ground for recovery. Because $197,768 of
these claims were not addressed in Subsection 5 (c), that amount represents the net amount
independently recoverable under this Subsection.
21
IThese costs, which are detailed on PX 13-2A, include: (i) legal fees paid to Bingham,
Dana & Gould ($3,845) and Diserio, Martin, O"Connor & Castieglioni ($13,745) for services in
connection with establishing the FNBB and Chemical Bank lines of credit; (ii) commitment fees
paid to Chemical Bank ($ 71,703 and $16,537) on the unused portion of the credit line; and (iii)
interest charges paid to FNBB ($407,961) and to Chemical Bank ($1,193,156) on the used portion
of the respective credit lines.
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to the defendants, particularly the Johnston Entities, and were never used for
any legitimate Statek business purpose.
It is difficult to imagine a more "business judgment"-intensive issue
than whether an enterprise should incur a cost to obtain a line of credit. For
that reason, my first-blush reaction to this claim was that the plaintiffs were
overreaching. No case was cited where a corporate fiduciary was held liable

for the costs of obtaining a corporate line of credit. Further reflection,
however, persuaded me that the reasoning that supports plaintiffs' liability
theory appears incontrovertible so long as its premises are factually correct.

If corporate fiduciaries divert corporate assets to themselves for
non-corporate purposes, they are liable for the amounts wrongfully diverted.
Similarly, if the fiduciaries cause the corporation to borrow money which the
fiduciaries then wrongfully divert to their personal use, then they would be
liable for the borrowed funds. And, if the fiduciaries are liable, in these
circumstances, for the diverted principal amount(s) that were borrowed, it
follows that they should also be liable for the costs of the borrowing, ige, the
interest and commitment fees.
Thus, the plaintiffs' theory is sound. The issue is whether the
borrowed proceeds of the lines of credit were (as plaintiffs contend)
wrongfully diverted by the defendants, or whether (as defendants argue)
those proceeds were used for valid corporate purposes. I conclude that to the
extent the record contains evidence of how the funds borrowed against the
Statek line(s) of credit were spent, that evidence shows that those proceeds
were used by the defendants for non-Statek purposes.
At the trial Mr. Garvey testified that he had concluded, based upon his
analysis, that "these lines of credit were unneeded by Statek, because Statek
was self-financing during the entire period. They were really taken out to
finance the diversions ofcash." ' 5 Garvey's testimony is uncontroverted, and
with the exception of his conclusion, is corroborated by the defendants' own
testimony. Spillane admitted that Statek had a positive cash flow "all the
time" during the period. At her deposition, she referred all questions about
the purposes of the credit lines to Johnston, 16 who also admitted that Statek
was a "cash business" that could fund its operational needs out of cash flow
from operations and did not need a loan.217 Why, then, did Statek open up
lines of credit? Johnston testified that he did that, and "drew down" the lines
by $1.5 to $1.9 million, "to have a certain amount of cash available, that if
the bank said good-bye, the company would be sufficiently independent for
a sufficient amount of time to replace the line." ' But the defendants
21
-M
21

(JG) 247-248.
Spillane Dep. 65-66,424 (10/09/97).
""Johnston Dep. 197 (10/20/97).
21'd at 197-198.
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presented no evidence that Statek's regular bankers were about (or had ever
threatened) to bolt or say "adios." Johnston's "safety net" cost Statek nearly
$2 million in fees and expenses at the same time Johnston and Spillane were
having Alford hold over $1 million in offshore, non-Statek non-interest
bearingaccounts.219
Johnston's other asserted justifications for opening the lines of credit
are also unsubstantiated and make no sense. Johnston contended that "it was
good business practice to have a loan account in order to have a meaningful
relationship with a bank" because such a relationship "would help to sell the
company," but he did not explain how and why unnecessary lines of credit
His other
would make a company attractive to potential acquirors.
asserted justification - to purchase equipment -- is contradicted by the
record, which shows that no significant equipment purchases occurred
during Johnston's tenure. 1 The defendants were unable to point to any
document showing that the proceeds of the credit lines were used to
purchase equipment or for any other genuine Statek expense. To the extent
there is evidence of what the credit line borrowings were used for, that
evidence shows that those proceeds were paid to Johnston, Spillane, or the
Johnston Entities.
When the credit lines were established at FNBB and, later, at
Chemical Bank, checking accounts at those same banks were also
established, and all monies borrowed against the line of credit were
deposited into - and disbursed from - those accounts. Many, if not most,
of the Chemical Bank checking account withdrawals are listed in Tab 1 to
the Plaintiffs' Post-trial Opening Brief, which shows that the payees of
those checks were Johnston Entities or Johnston himself. For example, the
defendants paid Johnston personally $430,600, they paid Metrodyne
$906,500, and they paid TCI $509,273. As for the FNBB account, the
record is incomplete, because Spillane destroyed the records for the FNBB
accounts.' Nonetheless, the record does show that $465,809 paid from

219

Johnston Dep. 157-176 (10/20/97); Spillane Dep. 388-406 (10/09/97).
'Johnston Dep. 199-202; Def. Post-Trial Ans. Br. 64-65.
"Statek's audited financials show that equipment was leased, and that depreciation far
exceeded expenditures on equipment. PX 13-13; JX5 (225 PX 34-42).
'See PX 13-1 (Tab 8); TR (SS) 1038-1039. The plaintiffs ask the Court to draw a
"spoliation inference" from Spillane's destruction of these records; e_ thatthe destroyed evidence
would have been unfavorable to their position in this litigation. The defendants oppose any such
inference. I need not decide the issue, because even without a spoliation inference the conclusion
would be the same. The overvhelming weight ofevidence shows that the credit line borrowings
were diverted by the defendants for their personal use. What evidence exists with respect to the
FNBB account is consistent with that conclusion. Ifdefendants seek to argue the contrary, it is their
burden to account for the disposition ofthe monies from the FNBB account, which they have failed
to do.
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Statek's FNBB account was reported in Statek's annual audit book as
"corporate charges." Statek's audit books also reflect payments from the
FNBB account of $265,000 to TCI III, a Johnston Entity m and Mr. Garvey
testified that Johnston and Spillane hid many of their diversions under the
"corporate charges" label. 2'
In summary, the defendants have failed to show that the credit lines
were created for any valid business purpose of Statek. They also have failed
to account for the disposition of the borrowed funds or to overcome the
persuasive force of the evidence that those funds were diverted by the
defendants for their personal use. Accordingly, the defendants are liable for
$1,706,947, representing the commitment fees and interest expense paid by
Statek with respect to the unnecessary lines of credit.
The Claim That The Defendants Caused
Statek To Make Payments To Unknown
Or To Undocumented Bank Accounts

7.

The plaintiffs next claim that the defendants are liable to Statek for
approximately $1,134,065, representing payments they caused Statek to
make to unknown or undocumented bank accounts. Those payments took
the form of either (i) checks written to "Statek" that cleared through accounts
other than Statek accounts, or (ii) funds transferred to Statek accounts that
Johnston and Spillane controlled but for which they withheld or destroyed
the records. It is undisputed that Spillane wrote the checks and that she or
Johnston transferred the funds.'

-PX 13-2 (144-147).
4R

(JG) 210.

2-5These payments, which are listed at Tab 7 to the Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Opening Brief,
are as follows:
*
Statek Bank of America Checks #13320 ($10.000) and #13321($15.0001:
These checks, both made payable to Statek Corporation, %wredeposited by
Johnston into unknown accounts with Barklay's Bank in London. The
deposits are not reflected in the records of Statek's Barclays accounts. (PX
13-2 (189); see TR (JG) 248).
*
Bankers.Tru~st Wires January 3. 1991 ($100.020). February 11. 1992 ($185.020) and
February 20.1992 ($190.020): These moneys were transferredto Bamclays Bank, butthe
records of Stateks Barclays accounts do not show any corresponding credits. (PX 13-2
(191, 198); see TR(IG) 235).
*
Bank of America Wire Transfers. PX 13-2 (192-25.000): (193-$2.0001: (194$8,000)s (196-$20.000): (197-$25.000): (199-$25000): The Bank of America
statements show identically worded transfers to Statek Corporation, but there are no
corresponding credits to any Statek account
Wire. Transfers to Barclays Account # 3837614: The available records show wire
transfers to this Barclays Bank account The defendants did not produce, and the
plaintiffs were unable to obtain, any records for this account
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The defendants do not dispute that they bear the burden of showing
what became of these funds with which they, as fiduciaries, were entrusted.
The issue is whether the defendants have met that burden. I conclude that
they have not, except for the checks that were deposited into Statek accounts.
I find, first, that the checks and wire transfers that were deposited or
made into Statek accounts do not give rise to a claim that triggers the
defendants' duty to account. Those payments were merely a shift of Statek
assets from one "pocket" to another, as distinguished from a shift of Statek
funds to an unknown account that would cause those funds to be "missing."
The plaintiffs' sole basis for challenging these payments, which total
$509,358, 226is that the records for those accounts are missing. That fact,
even if true, does not give rise to an inference that the funds were diverted. 2
Thus, the defendants are not liable for this category of payments.
The remaining payments - those made to unknown accounts -- stand
on a different footing. As previously discussed, the defendants controlled
Statek's funds. In cases where they transferred those funds to accounts other
than Statek accounts, they had a duty to explain where and for what purpose
the funds were transferred. The defendants have not explained where the
money went or what it was spent for. Accordingly, they are liable to Statek
for the amount of those payments, which total $624,707."

o

Wire Transfers Totalina $79.824 to Statek's Credit Suisse Aontmt These funds were

deposited to Stateles account at Credit Suisse, but (according to plaintiffs) do not appear
as credits in the available bank records.
o
Check to Handelsbank ($2.370): Spillane signed this check, but could not testify what
the check was for. Spillane Dep. 444 (10/09/97), Statekhas no record ofan accountwith
Handelsbank. Garvey Dep. 114.
o
ChecLksTotalina$317.000 Drawn onStatek Bank ofnAmericaAccountnd Paidto
Statek's BkersTrustAccount #00-0120-997 (seePX 13-2B(12-17: The defendants
did not produce records for the Bankers Trust Account (of which Johnston and Spillane
were the sole signatories), and at their depositions were unable to account for the Statek
funds they transferred to this account..
Union Bank of Switzerland (S2.277 Transfer): It appears that $2,277 was wired to"
account #20727930 at the Union Bank of Switzerland (PX 13-2B 18-19); however,
Statek has no records of such an account at Union Bank of Switzerland.
Checks to UTO Bank: Spillane signed checks totaling $15,000 payable to UTO Bank.
(PX 13-2B (20-21). Neither Spillane or Johnston knew the purpose ofthese payments.
(Spillane Dep. 550-551 (10/10/97); Johnston Dep. 336 (10/21/97).
2
'fhis amount includes payments of $79,824 to Statek's Credit Suisse Accounts and
$317,000 to the StatekBankers Trust account, and the transfer totaling $112,534 to Barday's Bank
account #3837614.
227
Such an inference would arise ifthe defendants, once having deposited the funds into
the Statek account, then withdrew the funds and could not explain the purpose and recipient ofthe
withdrawal. That, however, is not the fact pattern upon which this claim rests.
'1This amount, as well as all other amounts, for which the defendants are held liable in
this Opinion, is subject to mathematical verification by counsel.
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8.

The Claim for $1,480,995 The
Defendants Paid From Statek
Accounts to Unknown Payees

The plaintiffs' penultimate claim is for $1,480,995, representing
payments to known or undocumented payees from accounts which Johnston
and Spillane opened or over which they had control. 9 These payments
break out into two categories: (i) "corporate charges" ($465,809) and (ii)
"payees unknown" ($1,014,771), except for one payment (for $375) to "Jane
Harrison."
These categories are separately considered.
Corporate Charges: These payments, totaling $465,809, were made
from the Statek FNBB checking account, which Spillane and Johnston
opened, of which they were the sole signatories, and for which they kept all
the records at Acosta Street until they destroyed those records." ° The
plaintiffs have no records of this account, and neither Johnston and Spillane
was able to explain the purpose of these "corporate charges."'" Lastly, the
testimony of plaintiffs' expert, Mr. Garvey, that his review of the records
showed that the defendants concealed many oftheir diversions as "corporate
charges,"2 3 2 stands uncontroverted.
Payees Unknown: These payments, totaling $1,014,771, 3 fall into
three subgroups: payments from Barclays Bank, payments from UTO Bank,
and payments from Bankers Trust.
With respect to the Barclays' payments, neither Johnston nor Spillane
could identify the payee or the business purpose of any of these payments.
Johnston testified that "I would assume that these were checks I wrote. I
don't know who else would have written the checks;"' and Spillane testified
that the payments from Barclays were personal to Johnston. 5 Johnston also
testified that he kept the Barclays checkbook in the London apartment, and
that when he left that apartment after January 5, 1996, he could not recall
whether he took the checkbook with him. He said: "I do not recall. I threw
most everything that was in the London apartment out... So it may very
well have gone out with everything else."" 6

gThese payments are listed under Tab 8 of the Tlaintiffs' Post-Trial Opening Brief.
" PX 13-2B (22-23); TR (SS) 117, 761, 1038-1039.
"TR (SS) 1038-1039.
-2 TR (JG) 210.
3"PX 13-2B, (27-28, 30-33, 35-39, 41-43).
3
Johnston Dep. 311 (10/21/97).
23
Spillane Dep. 502 (10/10/97).
"Johnston Dep. 311-313 (10/21/97).
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The one identified payee from the Barclays account is on a $375
check made payable to one Jane Harrison. Because Spillane testified that
payments out of this account were personal to Johnston, 27 presumably this
patient was personal as well.
The payments from UTO were from Statek accounts at UTO Bank
maintained by Swiss attorney DeBeer, to whom the accounts were sent.
DeBeer had signing powers over those accounts, which were opened and
then controlled by Johnston. 238 In his deposition Johnston claimed to have
"no idea who wrote the checks or the purpose for them. 9
As for the Bankers Trust payments, the only records evidencing such
payments are two Bankers Trust statements addressed to Spillane at Acosta
Street.2' The canceled check for a $50,000 payment is missing from the
records defendants produced from Acosta Street, and the account to which
$32,500 was wire-transferred is unidentified. Neither Johnston nor Spillane
could explain these payments.24
Defendants' response is to argue that those payments are protected by
the business judgment rule, because there is no evidence that they were made
for Johnston's and Spillane's benefit. The short answer is that the payments
cannot be protected by the business judgment rule unless they were incurred
for Statek business, and it was the defendants' burden to show that, which
they failed to do. It was the defendants who wrote the checks and
maintained control ofthe checkbooks. It was the defendants who had a duty
to account for the payments and keep records, and it is they who should
know to whom the checks were written.
In Kennardv.Glick,4 a fiduciary was held liable for missing funds
once the plaintiffs proved that the account records were incomplete,
inaccurate, and untrustworthy, and that the amounts available for deposit had
not been deposited and could not be accounted for. In language that is
particularly appropriate in this setting, the Court stated:
An agent who fails to keep an account raises thereby a
suspicion of infidelity or neglect, creates a presumption against
himself, and brings upon himself the burden of accounting to
the utmost for all that has come into his hands; and in such
case every doubt will be resolved against the agent, and in
favor of the principal; and if he renders an untrue account,

"'Spillane Dep. 501-502 (10/10/97); 460 (10/09/97).
'MPX13-2B (28-32); TR (SS) 1071-1073; 114-115; Johnston Dep. 413 (10/22/97).
"Johnston Dep. 314 (10/21/97).
2"PX 13-2B (34,40).
2"Spillane Dep. 504 (10/10/97); Johnston Dep. 315 (10/21/97).
42
Cal. Ct. App., 183 Cal. App.2d 246 (1960).
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giving a false balance, he becomes at once liable to his
principal .... The agents duty ordinarily includes not only the
duty of stating to his principal the amount that is due, but also
a duty of keeping an accurate records of the persons involved,
of the dates and amounts of things received, and of payments
made....24'
Nor is it correct (as defendants assert) that there is "no evidence that
Johnston or Spillane received any financial benefit from these payments."2'
Spillane testified that the Barclays account was'personal to Johnston, and the
payments out of that account were $877,388 - more than half ofthe total in
this category. Nor were the defendants able to explain the purposes of the
payments made from the remaining accounts or identify the payees, yet the
magnitude of the individual checks is such that that information would not
easily be forgotten. For example, defendants offer no evidence to explain to
whom a check for $350,000 was paid out of the Barclays account, or who
received payments out of the FNBB account in amounts of $30,000,
$50,000, $100,000, $185,809, and $200,000 were made. From this failure
to explain it may be inferred -- and I do infer - that the payments out of
these remaining accounts were personal as well. The defendants have
offered nothing to show otherwise, and in these circumstances are entitled
to no presumption in their favor.
Accordingly, the defendants are liable to Statek for $1,480,995,
representing their payments from Statek accounts to unknown payees.
9.

The Claim For $350,990 That The
Defendants Caused Statek To Pay
For Their Personal Living Expenses

Finally, the plaintiffs claim that the defendants are liable to Statek for
payments, totaling $350,990, that they caused Statek to make for their
personal lodging and transportation.2 4 These include payments to the
Doubletree Hotel ($13,805; PX 13-2B (78)) and the Hilton Suites
($104,610; PX 13-2B (79)) in Orange, California; and to the Connaught
Hotel in London ($19,565; PX 13-2B (73-77)), purportedly for
accommodations for Johnston. 2' At the same time, Statek was paying
$10,196 to Radius Estates (PX 13-2B ($10,296)), $72,788 to Christine Mills
(PX 13-2B (93-99)), and $116,533 to Lemada International (PX 13-2B
""Id.at 251-52 (citations omitted)
244Def.
Post-Trial Ans. Br. at 67-68.
24 5
' hese payments are listed under Tab 9 to the Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Opening Brief.
'6Spillane Dep. 428-429 (10/09/97).
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(81-92)) for Johnston's London apartment. In addition, Statek was caused
to pay forthe limousine services ofGreen Flag Airport Shuttle ($11,100; PX
13-2A (65)) and Stardust Limousine ($2,293; PX 13-2A (96)). None of
these payments were substantiated with the documentation required by
Statek's by-laws, employment policies, and reimbursement procedures.
To this claim the defendants respond with a series of arguments,
which are inadequate because the defendants have not proved to the Courfs
satisfaction that these payments were for legitimate Statek purposes.
The defendants first argue that unspecified other persons used these
accommodations and transportation services. But Mr. Garvey testified that
Statek incurred other hotel and transportation expenses for legitimate Statek
business. Those expenses, where properly documented, are not challenged.
The payments challenged here are totally undocumented.247 The absence of
documentation, coupled with the defendants' concession they caused Statek
to pay for Johnston's and Spillane's personal living expenses amounting to
at least $200,000 to $300,000 annually,2' makes it fairly inferable that the
payments being challenged here were personal to Johnston and Spillane.
That inference is strengthened by other facts. The defendants
essentially concede that Statek paid Johnston's living and daily transportation
expenses when he lived in Orange, California and later, in London, England.
When he lived at Orange, Johnston stayed at the Doubletree Hotel and later
at the Hilton Suites, where he maintained a permanent suite and kept clothes
and belongings.249 Johnston also set up a residence in London where he also
kept belongings and caused Statek to pay the rent to (at various times)
Radius Estates, Christine Mills, and Lemada International. Although the
defendants argue that Johnston stayed at the Connaught before Statek had
an apartment in London,"'" in fact the payments to the Connaught and for
Johnston's London apartment are concurrent and unexplained." z Moreover,
the defendants admit using the limousine services, arguing that they were "a
lot cheaper than a taxi." 3 In fact, however, the challenged limousine
payments range from $96 to $619 per day, in contrast to the $35 to $40
which Johnston quoted as the going taxi rate.'

247

TR (JG) 248-249.
'sJX 2C Tab 3; Spillane Supplemental Aff. dated 2.2/96, T2. Many, ifnotmost, ofthose
payments took the form ofAmerican Express credit card charges and are the subject of the claim
under that specific heading.
'gDef. Post-Trial Arts. Br. 69-70; Johnston Dep. 282 (10/21/97).
'Spillane Dep. 35-37; 86 (10/08/97).
"'Def. Post-Trial Arts. Br. at 70.
"'See Tab 9 to Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Op. Br.
13See note 250, supra.
'See Tab 9 to Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Op. Br; Johnston Dep. 262 (10/21/97).
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The final piece of evidence that permits -- indeed, compels -- the
inference that these expenses were personal is that from and after 1990,
Johnston had no primary residence, no automobile, and paid no income taxes
in any state. 5 Living expenses may in some circumstances properly be
considered personal compensation, but they are not reimbursable travel
expenses. 6
For these reasons, Johnston and Spillane are liable to Statek for the
$350,990 they caused Statek to pay for their personal expenses.

To summarize, Johnston, Spillane, and the Johnston Entities are liable
to TCI II and Statek for the amounts set forth above. Their liability rests
upon each of three separate grounds, all of which have been established:
fraud, breach of the fiduciary duty of loyalty, and waste. Accordingly, the
Court need not, and does not, address the plaintiffs' remaining theories of
recovery.
Having adjudicated the merits ofthe plaintiffs' affirmative claims, the
Court turns, lastly, to the defendants' counterclaim for compensation.
VI. THE DEFENDANTS' COUNTERCLAIM
The defendants have asserted a counterclaim for reasonable
compensation for the services they provided to TCI II and Statek during the
years of their management. The claim, in essence, is that the defendants
always understood that they would receive compensation from TCI II and
Statek, even though no exact amount was ever fixed or promised, and that
whatever amounts the defendants have already received were either
reimbursement fortheir valid expenses or loans against future compensation.
In support of this claim the defendants cite their own testimony, plus certain
board minutes.
The plaintiffs hotly contest this claim, arguing that it has no basis in
fact because there was no understanding that Johnston and Spillane would
be compensated. The plaintiffs further argue that the claim has no basis in
law, because as faithless fiduciaries the defendants have forfeited whatever
claim they might otherwise have to compensation. Finally, the plaintiffs
argue that even if the defendants have shown some entitlement to

"'Johnston Dep. 8-9; Spillane Dep.656 (10/10/97).
"'Ihe same analysis applies to the American Express "living expenses," many ofwhich
are to these same payees.
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compensation, their evidence and proof of "reasonable compensation" is
fatally inadequate.
This counterclaim is best analyzed as two distinct issues. The first is
whether the defendants have demonstrated any entitlement to compensation.
The second (assuming that entitlement is shown) is what amount of
compensation is reasonable. These issues are addressed in that order.
A.

The Entiflement bIssue

The Court previously visited this issue in its August 22, 1997
Memorandum Opinion denying the plaintiffs' motion for partial summary
judgment. 7 The Court ruled that despite the defendants' "already
formidable credibility problems" in connection with their compensation
claim and "[h]owever rife with credibility problems their assertions may be,
the defendants have raised an issue of material fact that must be resolved at
a trial." The Court also determined that the claim could proceed on a theory
of quantum meruit. 5 8 That is the theory upon which the defendants present
their counterclaim.
In its August 22, 1997 Opinion the Court also established the legal
standard that would govern this counterclaim, as follows:
[U]nder Hall v.Isaacs and Wilderrnan v. Wilderman, the
defendants may be entitled to recover the reasonable value of
their services on the basis of quantum meruit if they can
demonstrate that (i) they provided services as officers with the
understanding that they would be compensated, (ii) they did
not grant themselves excessive compensation to unjustly enrich
themselves, and (iii) TCI II and Statek benefited from those
services and would be unjustly enriched ifthe defendants were
not compensated.259
If this compensation claim were being asserted on a "stand-alone"
basis, ij,by itself and not as an offset to affirmative claims to recover most
if not all the moneys that the defendants-counterclaimants received from TCI
II and Statek, then under this standard the counterclaim would fail. There
are two reasons. First, the sole evidence upon which defendants rely to

'Technicorp InternationalII,
Inc. and StatekCorporationv. Johnston,Del. Ch., CA.
No. 15084, Mem. Op. at 19-35, Jacobs, V.C. (Aug. 22, 1997) ("August 22 Opinion").
218August 22 Opinion, at 25, 30-31.
"9Id at3l, citingHall v. John S. Isaacs& Sons Farms,Del. Ch., 146 A.2d 602 (1958),
afid in part and rev'd in part on other grounds, Del. Supr., 163 A.2d 288 (1960); and Wilderman
v. Wilderman, Del. Ch., 315 A.2d 610 (1974).
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prove their "understanding that would be compensated," is their own
undocumented and self-serving testimony. That testimony is in many
material respects inconsistent with TCI II and Statek minutes that the
defendants themselves created. And while that testimony may have been
sufficient to defeat a motion for summary judgment, at the trial stage it is
manifestly inadequate to establish the defendants' claimed "understanding"
that they would receive additional compensation, because that evidence is
entirely lacking in credibility.
Moreover, the defendants' testimony is at war with their own conduct.
Johnston testified that he and Spillane always intended, at some unspecified
future time in their capacities as directors, to formally award themselves
compensation from TCI I and Statek." Against that compensation they
would then offset the millions of dollars they had received in the form of
undocumented loans and "expense" payments. In fact, however, for over
eleven years the defendants did nothing to effectuate their supposed "intent."
Rather, they continued, year after year, to divert to themselves Statek and
TCI II revenues in this undocumented, tax-free form, and there is no
objective evidence that they ever intended to change that practice. Why
should they? To declare income to themselves in the multimillion order of
magnitude in a single tax year would not only create significant taxable
income, but also would risk triggering an inquiry by the taxing authorities
into what the defendants had been up to.
The overwhelming weight of evidence shows -- and I find, contrary
to the defendants' testimony -- that their true intent was to continue this
practice indefinitely -- or at least until they sold the companies or the
authorities began knocking at their door, thereby forcing the defendants to
abandon the companies and abscond with whatever resources they were able
to secrete.
The second reason this counterclaim would fail ifwere being asserted
on a stand-alone basis is that the defendants cannot satisfy the second
requirement, namely, to show that they did not grant themselves excessive
compensation to unjustly enrich themselves. In fact, the defendant entire
pattern has been one of diverting the corporations' resources (although the

'PX 13-10(c) (6-38); PX 1311(c) (1-10).
"Spillane received asalry from Statek-reprted on W-2 forms-totaling about$53,000
annually. She claims it was understood that she, like Johnston, would receive additional
compensation from TCI . Apart from its self-serving, undocumented nature, that testimony also
lacks credibility because: (i) the defendants allege in their Counterclaim (119) that "TCI H and
Statek benefited from the services rendered by Johnston and Spillane... without providing either
individual compensation in the form ofa salary," and (ii) Spillane contended that they were not true
"salary" but, rather, reimbursement for expenses. See August 22, 1997 Opinion at 24.
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diversions were not labeled as "compensation") for the purpose of unjustly
enriching themselves.
But it is precisely -- and ironically -- because the compensation
counterclaim is not being asserted on a stand-alone basis that its denial
would be problematic. In this case the counterclaim is asserted by the
defendants, as counterclaimants, as an offset against substantial damage
claims that are being asserted against them. That distinction is important,
because the plaintiffs' affirmative claims, almost all of which have now been
adjudicated in plaintiffs' favor, will have the effect of stripping the
defendants of practically everything they received from Statek and TOI II,
including Johnston's stock interest in TCI II, for almost twelve years. 2 The
result would be to create a "reverse unjust enrichment" problem: if the
defendants disgorge all of the wrongfully received payments as they will be
required to do, they will have devoted all those years of service to these
companies (and to Vendel, the adjudicated lawful owner of TCI I) for
nothing or very little in return. It cannot be supposed that Johnston and
Spillane, or for that matter any reasonable person, would have bargained
beforehand for that result.
The plaintiffs respond that that result would not be unjust, because
many cases hold that if corporate officers commit repeated and egregious
breaches of duty to the corporation, as occurred here, they forfeit all right to
compensation, even if some of the officer's services were properly
performed.' Some ofthe authorities upon which plaintiffs rely do so hold,
but they are decisions from jurisdictions other than Delaware. The sole
Delaware authority upon which plaintiffs rely, Citron v. Merritt-Chapman
& Scott Corp.,2 6 is not altogether clear as to whether, or to what extent,
Delaware embraces that doctrine.
In his Citron opinion granting summary judgment dismissing a
compensation forfeiture claim, then-Vice Chancellor Brown held that no

'Assuming, of course, that the plaintiffs are able to collect the amount of the money
judgment.
"Mrhe plaintiffs also assert that Johnston's and Spillane's services created no benefit to
TCII or Statek forwhich any compensation is merited. In my view that argument attempts to prove
too much. While that may be true that many of these defendants' activities did not benefit the
corporations, it is also the case that the defendants were their top level managers, and that Statek,
the operating company, did generate revenue and profits. It cannot be supposed that happened
entirely independently of; and without relation to, any of the defendants' activities as managers.
Surely some ofthose activities had to benefitthe corporations, even ifmany ofthem did not. There
are cases that support the proposition that even "faithless fiduciaries" do not automatically forfeit
their right to compensation if they provided services of value to the corporation. See, e.g.,
Richardsonv. Blue GrassMiningCo., Ky. Dist., 29 F. Supp 658, 670 (1939); Burg v. Miniature
PrecisionComponents, Inc., Wis. Supr., 330 N.W. 2d 192, 196 (1983); Orkin ExterminatingCo.,
Inc. v. Rathje, 72 F.3d 206, 208 (1st Cir. 1995).
'Del. Ch., 409 A.2d 607 (1977); affld, Del. Supr., 407 A.2d 1040 (1979).
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claim for compensation forfeiture would lie in cases where the corporation
suffered no loss or damage from the breach of duty. The Court thereby
suggested by implication that where resulting loss or damage is shown, a
cause of action for compensation forfeiture can be maintained. But the
precise nature and parameters of such a claim were not explicated in either
this Courts opinion or in the Supreme Court's affirming opinion. The
Supreme Court did, however, provide helpful guidance in its holding that:
Even if one adopts the more expansive view of liability,
rejected by the Court below, and holds that dereliction of duty
can result in compensation forfeiture notwithstanding the lack
of actual harm to the corporation .... the question of forfeiture
of compensation must still be governed by the circumstances
265
in each particular case .... "
That guidance is particularly relevant here because under the
"circumstances of [this] particular case," Statek and TCI would be unjustly
enriched if Johnston and Spillane were required to forfeit all rights to
compensation for services they legitimately performed during their
administration. Indeed, the result would be the same as if Johnston and
Spillane had been required to work for little or nothing for these companies
for over eleven years.
To avoid such unjust enrichment, courts of equity, applying Delaware
law, have implicitly recognized that even where a corporate fiduciary's
breach of the duty of loyalty results in his being stripped of all profit flowing
from the breach, it is appropriate to offset against the corporation's recovery
an amount that represents reasonable compensation to the fiduciary for
services legitimately performed. Thus, in Guth v. Loftf and in Borden v.
Sinsky, 7 cases relied upon by the plaintiffs, corporate officers and directors
found to have usurped valuable corporate opportunities were required to
disgorge to the corporation their stock in the company constituting the
opportunity, as well as all salaries and dividends they had received as a result
of their usurpation of those opportunities. Despite that, the faithless
fiduciaries were permitted to offset against that recovery, an amount
representing reasonable compensation for the services they had legitimately
and beneficially performed for the plaintiff corporations.
These decisions do not articulate a specific reason for allowing that
offset, but the reason seems readily apparent when one views the situation

0Citron, 407 A.2d at 1045 (citations omitted).
'Del. Supr., 5 A.2d 503 (1939).
7530 F.2d 478 (3rd Cir. 1976) (applying Delaware law).
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in equitable terms. By applying the prophylactic equitable doctrine that
requires stripping a fiduciary of all profit improperly obtained, the courts, in
effect, are adjusting the property rights of the parties after the fact to
conform to what would have been the result had the fiduciary behaved
properly before (and during) the fact. Had there been no fiduciary violation,
and had the corporate officers presented the opportunity to the corporation
as their duty required, then they would have receiving reasonable
compensation.
Thus, where (as in Guth and Borden) the property rights of the parties
are readjusted remedially and after the fact to implement the maxim that
"equity regards as done that which should have been done," true equity
requires that the readjustment operate fairly in both directions." For that
reason I conclude that in the peculiar circumstances of this case it would be
inequitable if the plaintiffs "compensation forfeiture" argument were
permitted to defeat Johnston's and Spillane's entitlement to reasonable
compensation.
It is important, however, to be quite clear about the precise nature and
scope of this ruling. First, Johnston's and Spillane's "entitlement" to
compensation is not grounded upon any contract, express or implied, as no
such contract has been proved. Rather, their "entitlement" to reasonable
compensation arises by operation of law (or, perhaps, by operation of equity)
solely because of two circumstances: (i) the effect of the relief being
granted will be to strip Johnston and Spillane of essentially all benefits they
received from the plaintiff corporations during the years of their
management, and (ii) unless an entitlement to reasonable compensation is
recognized, the plaintiff corporations will be unjustly enriched at the
defendants' expense.
Second, the nature of the defendants' "entitlement" to compensation
is purely a matter of equitable discretion. The Court has rejected the
defendants' counterclaim on factual grounds. And, if it so chose, the Court
could also reject the claim on legal grounds under Citron v. Merritt
Chapman & Scott, because here (unlike Citron)the defendants' conduct did
cause harm and loss to the corporation(s). Thus, the Courts determination
not to deprive the defendants of reasonable compensation does not rest upon
"o express the point in academic terms, where the model being employed is to alter the
parties' rightsretoactively to conform to whatshouldhavehappenedprospectively, thatmodel must
be applied consistently. Specifically, if the defendant-fiduciaries are to be burdened with the
judicially-imposed obligation to give up all their improperly obtained profit, they cannot fairly be
deprived ofthe benefit (i.e., reasonable compensation) that would have accompanied the burden (not
receiving the profit in the first place) had the fiduciaries observed their duties to begin with. This
exercise of'discretion in shaping a remedy is also consistent with the flexibility the Supreme Court
has afforded this Court to tailorjust remedies for fiduciary breaches based upon the circumstances
of each case. Weinberger v. UOP. Inc. Del. Supr., 457 A.2d 701 (1983).
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any positive rule of law, but is purely and solely a matter of equitable
discretion, j., of grace. The import of that fact, as developed more fully in
Subpart B, infra, is that it fully empowers the Court to impose conditions
upon the defendants' exercise of their compensation "entitlement" that will
avoid abuse and injustice to the plaintiffs.
The entitlement issue having been decided, I turn to the remaining
question, which is what amount of compensation is "reasonable" in these
circumstances?
B.

The Reasonable Amount Issue

There is an unreal quality about this issue, because the Court is being
asked to what the defendants themselves never did: fix a reasonable rate of
compensation. There is no contemporaneous record that the defendants ever
and in fact actually determined what specific compensation level would be
reasonable, nor is there any testimony by Johnston or Spillane on that
subject. Consequently any determination of reasonable compensation at this
point in time and by this Court (or, for that matter, any independent agency)
must inevitably, and in a real sense, be hypothetical.
Implicitly recognizing this, the defendants presented their entire case
on the reasonableness issue through the testimony of an executive
compensation expert, Daniel Glasner ("Glasner") of the Hay Group, a
national consulting firm.' Mr. Glasner testified that he utilized the "Hay
Guide Chart Method of Position Evaluation," which is a systematic method
for comparing job positions, to determine what reasonable compensation for
the positions filled by Johnston and Spillane during the relevant time period
would be. Glasner also used a methodology that would yield conservative
results.
The amounts Mr. Glasner arrived at are set forth below:
Johnston's Position

1984: $127,300

1990: $357,100

1985: $131,300
1986: $187,800

1991: $369,800
1992: $390,100

1987: $225,800
1988: $291,700
1989: $337,300

1993: $403,400
1994: $428,700
1995: $469,500

2

-

'Mhe plaintiff also presented expert testimony, by Mr. Raymond W. Fife ("Fife"), the
Director of Compensation Consulting (Western Region) of Price Waterhouse Coopers, an
international accounting and consulting firm. The plaintiffs do not rely upon this testimony in that
portion of their brief that addresses the compensation issue.
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$3,719,800

Spillane's Position
1984:
1985:
1986:
1987:
1988:
1989:

$68,900
$77,600
$85,700
$95,300
$108,400
$114,000

1990: $118,500
1991: $122,500
1992: $124,700
1993: $132,300
1994: $133,710
1995: $147.100
Total:
$1,328,710

The plaintiffs challenge Glasner's conclusions on several grounds.
They argue that (i) Glasner had no competent basis to assume that the
positions he attributed to Johnston and Spillane in fact corresponded to the
duties they actually performed, and (ii) Glasner's conclusions rested on
several incorrect assumptions, most notably that sales were approximately
$15 million during the years in question (in fact, they never exceeded $12
million), and that there were between 150 and 300 employees during the
years in question (in fact, the number of employees never exceeded 150).
While I agree that these assumptions were incorrect in these respects, I do
not agree that Glasner's testimony is unworthy of credit. At least in the case
of Johnston, Glasner's compensation levels should be reduced to account for
the errors. But with respect to Spillane, I reject Glasner's conclusions and
determine that she should receive only minimal additional compensation
from TCI II, for reasons largely independent of Glasner's testimony.
1.

Spillane's Compensation

The defendants' position is that "although Spillane received annual
compensation from Statek, she testified that she understood that she would
receive additional compensation from TCI II for services performed,
although the amount of compensation was not fixed."'27 Spillane's total
salary from Statek during the years in question was $585,621, or an average
of approximately $53,300 per year. Although the record does not show how
this figure was arrived at, it may be assumed that Johnston and Spillane
settled on that amount because they believed that was a fair level of
compensation for the services she was performing for Statek.
The difficulty with the defendants' argument is its conclusion that
Spillane should receive another $1,328,710 from TCI II, representing an
2

.Def. Post-Trial Ans. Br. at 87.
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average of approximately $120,800 per year. But unlike Statek, TCI II had
no operating business. TCI II was a holding company that would require
very few administrative duties, other than perhaps preparing franchise and
income tax returns and maintaining bookkeeping records. Indeed, the
defendants appear to rely primarily upon the services they performed for
Statek to support the reasonableness ofthe compensation that they seek from
TCI 11. 21' Given the average compensation figure of $53,000 as the
benchmark of reasonable compensation for services Spillane rendered to
Statek, and given the absence of any contract to pay a specific additional
salary from TCI II, it makes no sense to compensate Spillane for her services
to the holding company for a sum that is twice the average amount she
received from the operating company. The undisputed facts and logic
require that the salary level for services performed for TCI II be substantially
less. The issue is: how much less?
Unfortunately, the record contains no facts to which any lesser amount
can confidently be anchored. But since Spillane's very entitlement to
compensation is discretionary, so must be the determination of the amount
of any additional salary from TCI II. Based on the few available facts, I
conclude that a reasonable salary from TCI II, whose requirements for
service would be far less than those for Statek, would not exceed an average
of $30,000 per year. Thus, I find that Spillane is entitled to total additional
salary from TCI II of $330,000 for the eleven year period in question,
subject to the conditions discussed infra in Part VI C of this Opinion.
2.

Johnston's Compensation

As earlier noted, Johnston contends that a reasonable compensation
level for him for the eleven year period is $3,719,800, or an average of
approximately $338,160 per year. Based upon Statek's performance, and the
salary levels commanded by executives of West Coast high-tech companies,
and assuming (hypothetically, as I have committed to do in order to shape
a fair remedy) that Johnston was not a wrongdoer, a yearly salary of a
$338,000 order of magnitude does not seem inordinately high. But since
Glasner arrived at that figure based upon erroneous assumptions (on the high
side) concerning the number of Statek employees and the level of Statek
revenues, a downward adjustment is required. Again, the question becomes:
how much?

"'Ibid at 90-92. Defendants argue that "Johnston's and Spillane's services rendered for
Statek entitle them to compensation from TCI H, Statek's holding company, regardless of whether
they performed services for TC II." Id at 92.
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In Johnston's case, as with Spillane, the record does not contain
sufficient facts to determine in any scientific way what the amount of the
adjustment should be. That determination is necessarily judgmental, and it
could be wrong in either direction. But any possibility of error is leavened
by the fact that Johnston's very entitlement to compensation in these
circumstances is discretionary. Again, based on the few facts available to
me, I conclude that a reasonable average annual salary for Johnston, after
making a downward adjustment of $53,160, would be $275,000, or a total
of $3,025,000 for the entire eleven year period. That compensation, like
Spillane's, will also be subject to the conditions next discussed.
C.

Conditions of Compensation

Because the very premise of the compensation award to the
defendants is that they never wrongfully diverted assets from Statek and TCI
II, the compensation must be subject to a condition that is consistent with
that premise. That is, for the defendants' discretionary award of
compensation to ripen into an enforceable legal entitlement, the defendants
must first restore to Statek and TCI I the moneys they were found to have
wrongfully diverted, and they cannot offset the amount of the plaintiffs'
judgment by the amount of their compensation award. To put it differently,
the entire amount of the final money judgment to be entered in plaintiffs'
favor and against the defendants,2' must first be formally satisfied before the
defendants' judgment will become effective in the sense that it will become
enforceable against the plaintiffs. For that reason also, the amount of the
defendants' judgment shall not be offset against the amount of the plaintiffs'
judgment while the plaintiffs' judgment remains unsatisfied.
That condition is necessary because if past is prologue, it is
predictable that the defendants will attempt to delay and obstruct the
plaintiffs' efforts to collect thejudgment, including not voluntarily disclosing
the whereabouts of domestic and offshore bank accounts into which Statek
and TCI H assets are on deposit, as well as the whereabouts of other
corporate assets. The purpose of the condition is to afford the defendants an
incentive to abide cooperatively with what this and any reviewing Court
determines is their legal obligation to the plaintiffs. If the defendants do
cooperate and fulfill the condition, the compensation award will become
effective upon the satisfaction ofthejudgment against them. Ifthey do not,
then their compensation award shall be forfeited, and the judgment entered
on the defendants' counterclaim will be of no force and effect.

'7 Or such lesser amount as the plaintiffs may deem to be satisfactory.
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VII. CONCLUSION
Counsel shall confer and submit a form of final order and judgment
that appropriately implements the rulings made in this Opinion. Should the
parties be unable to agree on a form of order, they shall apply to the Court
on notice, to settle a final order and decree.
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This lawsuit involves a dispute over the meaning of rights of first
refusal clauses in contracts between plaintiff USA Cable ("USA") and
defendant World Wrestling Federation Entertainment, Inc. ("WWFE"). As
more fully described below, these clauses, which have been in every
contract between the parties since 1983, grant to USA the right to match the
elements of a third-party offer that are "with respect to" certain wrestling
based programs televised on USA's cable net-work and the subject of
certain licensing agreements between USA and WWFE. Upon termination
of the contract between WWFE and USA, WWFE may negotiate and
receive offers from third parties for the wrestling programs. WWFE cannot
accept such a third-party offer, however, without first providing USA with
the opportunity to accept the terms of the third-party offer, pursuant to
USA's first refusal right.
When WWFE informed USA that it intended to accept a third-party
offer from defendants Viacom, Inc. and CBS Corporation, USA responded
by trying to match Viacom's offer. Simultaneously, USA brought this
action to enjoin consummation of the Viacom-WWFE agreement and to
enforce specifically the "matched" contract that USA contends it has
entered into with WWFE.
USA commenced this action on April 12, 2000, and the parties
engaged in expedited discovery. The Court held a four-day trial (from
June 12-15), the parties submitted post-trial briefs on June 21 and presented
closing arguments on June 22. This is the Courtes decision on the merits.
For the reasons I set forth more fully below, I conclude that the
rights of first refusal clauses in dispute in this case unambiguously granted
to USA the right to match any bona fide third-party offer that related to the
subject matter of the USA-WWFE agreements-namely the licensing
rights to distribute certain television programs WWFE produces.
Nevertheless, because USA failed to match certain material terms of
Viacom's offer within the actual scope of the right of first refusal, USA's
response did not qualify as a legally effective acceptance. Having failed
to match properly the tendered Viacom offer, no contract has been formed
between USA and WWFE. As a result, I deny USA's request for an
injunction against the Viacom-WWFE agreement. Similarly, I deny USA's
request for specific performance of its own failed effort to match that
agreement.
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L FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A.

The Parties

USA, a New York partnership with its principal place of business in
New York, is a subsidiary of USA Networks Inc., a Delaware corporation.
USA operates two domestic advertiser-supported 24-hour cable-television
networks, USA Network and Sci-Fi Channel. USA Network reaches
between 76 and 77 million households in the United States. USA Network
is the number-one-rated basic cable television service in prime time, an
achievement attributable in significant part to the popularity of the WWFE
programming that it carries.
WWFE, formerly known as Titan Sports, Inc., is a Delaware
corporation with its principal place of business in Stamford, Connecticut.
WWFE is an integrated media and entertainment company, principally
engaged in the development, production and marketing of television
programming, pay-per-view programming and live events, and the
licensing and sale of branded consumer products featuring its highly
successful "World Wrestling Federation" brand.
Viacom, a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business
in New York, is a diversified entertainment business that, among other
things, owns the Paramount Pictures movie studio, the "MTV: Music
Television" cable television network, the UPN broadcast television
network, theme parks, the Simon & Schuster publishing house, and Famous
Players theatres in Canada.
At the time this action was filed, CBS was a Pennsylvania
corporation with its principal place of business in New York. Among other
things, CBS owned the CBS television broadcast network, TNN (a cable
television network featuring country lifestyle and entertainment
programming), and Infinity Broadcasting. In September 1999, CBS
entered into a merger agreement with Viacom that provided for the merger
of CBS into Viacom. CBS and Viacom completed their merger on May 4,
2000.
B.

USA Contractswith WWFE to Carry Wrestling

USA entered into its first direct contract with WWFE for a wrestling
"series" in 1983. Stephen Brenner, the former General Counsel and
President-Operations of USA Cable, provided the form contract for the
original written agreements between USA and WWFE.
The 1983 agreement contained a "First Negotiation/First Refusal"
clause at § 4(b), which became § 5(b) in later agreements. The same or
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substantially similar clause has appeared in every succeeding contract
between USA and WWFE. The "First Negotiation" provisions of these
clauses give USA the "opportunity to negotiate privately" with the program
supplier (WWFE) to determine whether they can "come to an agreement
regarding [an] extension, continuation, of whatever the program or
programs are." The "First Refusal" provisions give USA the right to match
the terms that a third-party offers with respect to the Series programs.
Although there have been minor changes to the first refusal/first
negotiation clause over the 17 year relationship between USA and WWFE,
the clause's substance has never changed. Two "negotiations" with respect
to this clause, however, did occur recently. First, in connection with a
discussion to renew the 1998 Agreement, WWFE's talent agent, Mark Itkin
of William Morris Agency, asked USA to agree to delete the first
negotiation/first refusal clause in its entirety. Brenner refused, and the
clause was retained. Second, in November 1999, the parties agreed to
remove the "first negotiation" provision of the clause, but maintain the.
"first refusal" provision of the clause. This second negotiation is discussed
below in more detail.
C.

The 1998 LicensingAgreement

In an agreement dated July 2, 1998, WWFE granted USA a license
to distribute the WWF television series "WWF Raw/WWF War Zone,"
"WWF Live Wire," and "WWF Superstars."' In a companion agreement
dated September 1, 1998, WWFE granted USA a license to distribute the
WWFE television program "Sunday Night Heat."' For ease of reference, the
two agreements are collectively referred to herein as the "1998 Agreement"
or simply the "Agreement." The four programs are collectively referred to
as the "Series."
As noted, section 5(b) of the 1998 Agreement is a first
negotiation/first refusal provision, the pertinent terms of which will be
described in detail later in this opinion. It is almost identical to the same
provision in the original 1983 agreement,except that more than one "Series"
is referenced in the 1998 Agreement.
The 1998 Agreement, like all of its 15 predecessors, concerns
licensing rights to certain WWFE-produced wrestling programs. Section 1
obligates WWFE to "produce and deliver to USA a specified number of

2'Plaintiffs' Ex.

PX2.

("PX") 1.
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Programs of each Series during the Term.... . ."' Section 2 grants to USA
"the exclusive right to distribbte the Programs for [the] Series.4
USA is not licensed to distribute any other WWFE programming or
products. In fact, WWFE has separately licensed another wrestling series
(known as "SmackDown! ")to UPN (a broadcast network now wholly-owned
by Viacom). At the time that WWFE granted UPN broadcast rights to
"SmackDown!," Brenner recognized and advised his colleagues at USA that
USA had no basis for objecting, even though "SmackDown!" contains the
same characters and the same storyline as the four programs licensed to
USA.'
D.

Expansion of WY/FE's Business Strategy

The parties agree that WWFE's "sports entertainment" programs
represent "the crown jewel of cable television." From a ratings perspective,
this assertion appears justified. WWFE's two-hour Monday night show "Raw
Is War/War Zone," which is treated as two separate one-hour shows for
rating purposes, consistently has occupied the number-one and number-two
positions on basic cable television, with an average Nielsen rating of about
6 during 1999. The show's strong ratings numbers continued right up to and
through the trial. "Sunday Night Heat" also has performed extremely well,
often capturing the number-three ratings spot. WWFE programming has
become especially popular with two groups in the United States that
advertisers intensely covet: males aged 18 to 34 and teenagers aged 12 to
17.
The success of WWFE programming helped USA obtain its position
as the number one-rated cable channel. The ratings of the WWFE shows
contribute directly to USA's ratings average, and indirectly by providing a
promotional vehicle for its other shows. When WWFE programming fell
behind its competition, Time Warer's World Championship Wrestling
("WCW"), USA Network slipped to the number-two position. USA
Network regained its number one position when WWFE recovered its
audience and began consistently to surpass WCW in the ratings.
WWFE's resurgence coincided with its recognition that it could not
grow by restricting itself to being simply a cable television content provider.
WWFE recognized that the formation of a strategic alliance with a
multimedia partner that could cross-promote WWFE programming and
provide new platforms to grow the WWFE brand would be critical to

3pXI at § I;PX2 at § 1.
4PX1
at § 2; PX2 at § 2.
5

Trial Tr. 133, 135-36, 195 (Brenner).
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expanding its business and competing against the sizable resources of Time

Warner's WCW.
Consistent with its desire to grow its business through a strategic
alliance with a multimedia partner, WWFE's October 15, 1999 IPO
prospectus identified as one of the key elements of its strategy the formation
of "strategic relationships with other media and entertainment companies."6
As noted above, however, the 1998 Agreement contained an "exclusive
negotiation" clause that prohibited WWFE from "negotiat[ing] with any
third party with respect to any of the [four] Series prior to the end of [the]
exclusive negotiation period."7
In early 1999, USA Co-President Stephen Chao recommended that
WWFE meet with the Endeavor Agency, a Hollywood talent agency that
Chaothought could help WWFE further its strategic goals. Endeavor
confirmed WVFE's view that a strategic alliance with a large media
company with multi-platform capabilities would best unlock WWFE's
growth potential. Endeavor arranged for WWFE to meet with Twentieth
Century Fox and Viacom in the spring and summer of 1999 for the purpose
of exploring a potential strategic alliance along the lines that Endeavor had
originally recommended.
By April of 1999, Endeavor had arranged a meeting between WWFE
and Fox representatives to discuss the possibility of moving the four Series
to Fox. By July, however, it was clear that Fox was not interested in
pursuing a deal.
In July of 1999, Vince McMahon and Linda McMahon (Chairman
and CEO, respectively, of WWFE) met with Kerry McCluggage, the
Chairman of Viacom's Paramount Television Group. McCluggage was
familiar with WWFE's programming as he had served on USA's executive
committee until Viacom divested its interests in USA in 1997. McCluggage
expressed an interest in acquiring the Series, which he characterized as
consistent with Viacom's long-range goal to "either start from scratch or buy
and repurpose a basic cable network."8 Linda McMahon told McClugagge
that the four Series could be available as early as fall 2000. These
discussions between WWFE and Viacom continued into the fall of 1999
until the time of WWFE's initial public stock offering.

6

PX7.

7

PXI at §5(b); PX2 at §5(b).
8Trial Tr. at 685-86.
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E.

USA Waives Its Right to Negotiate Exclusively with WWFE

Shortly after WWFE's public offering in October 1999, WWFE's
CEO Linda McMahon informed Brenner that WWFE intended to exercise
the early termination right in the Agreement.9 When Brenner reported
WWFE's intent to exercise its early termination right to his superiors, USA
Networks' President and CEO, Barry Baker, became "apoplectic" and
instructed Brenner to contact Ms. McMahon and convince her to delay
sending the early termination notice. Brenner contacted Linda McMahon
and explained to her that Baker did not want WWFE to send the early
termination notice until they talked.
Baker himself later called Ms. McMahon and asked her to amend the
parties' Agreement, pushing back the early termination final notice date from
November 30, 1999 to March 31,2000. In return for this, Baker said USA
would waive the 45-day exclusive negotiation period under § 5(b) of the
Agreement. He explained that USA "was offering [WWFE] the ability to go
out into the marketplace and get whatever offer [it] could."' Baker told Ms.
McMahon: "Look, I understand from a business perspective that you should
go out and find out the value of your business and that you should get the
best offer you can. I can tell you right now, nobody is going to give you a
network, but bring it all back. And then I have a right to talk to you.""
After Baker instructed WWFE to come back to USA with an offer
that reflected the value of its business, Ms. McMahon asked Baker if he
would waive the first refusal provision in § 5(b) of the Agreement so as not
to dampen WWFE's negotiations with third parties. Baker agreed to waive
USA's first refusal right, so that WWFE no longer would have to afford
USA the right to match any "best offer" that WWFE could find in the
marketplace.
Baker's agreement to waive the first refusal provision led to a heated
debate within USA. At the conclusion of this debate, it was decided that
Baker should not have waived the right of first refusal, and the problem then
was "dumped in [Brenner's] lap to solve." 2 In a later conversation with
Linda McMahon, Brenner observed that the parties could not modify the
1998 Agreement orally, according to its terms. Ms. McMahon conceded this
point.

'Section 5(a) of the Agreement provided WWFE with an early termination that, if
exercised, would trigger a45-day period during which WWFE and USA would negotiate exclusively
with each other over a new agreement.
'Trial Tr. at 1023.
"Trial Tr. at 1023.
'2Trial Tr. at 283.
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As a result of these conversations, on November 19, 1999, Brenner
sent Ms. McMahon a letter amendment to the 1998 Agreement that changed
the early termination notice date from "on or before November 30, 1999" to
"between March 1, 2000 and March 31,2000," and eliminated the exclusive
negotiation period.' 3 Section 5(b)' s first refusal language, however, was
retained word for word. Linda McMahon acknowledged that there was no
modification ofthe right of first refusal by virtue of these conversations and
correspondence. No one discussed whether to modify the operation or
substance of the right of first refusal. No one asked how the right of first
refusal would operate in practice.
F

NegotiationsBetween WWFE and Viacom

With the exclusive negotiation provision eliminated, WWFE was now
completely free to negotiate with Viacom or any other interested party.
Viacom and CBS in turn were eager to obtain the four Series for TNN,
CBS's country-living cable network, which Viacom would acquire through
its merger with CBS. TNN was losing NASCAR programming and needed
to restore its "must carry" status with cable operators. CBS and Viacom
viewed the acquisition of the Series for TNN as a potential solution to TNN's
problems.
To that end, Viacom and Endeavor, WWFE's talent agents, continued
their discussions. In late November 1999, representatives of Endeavor told
Viacom's Kerry McCluggage that WWFE had a "clean out" of its agreements
with USA and could make the four Series available to Viacom in the fall of
2000. WWFE and Viacom continued their discussions at a December 2,
1999 meeting at the offices of Paramount Pictures in Hollywood. The
parties specifically discussed the possibility of moving the four Series
programming to TNN.
On January 6, 2000, WWFE and Viacom met again at WWFE's
headquarters in Stamford, Connecticut.
Following this meeting,
McCluggage sent a discussion draft to Linda McMahon listing elements of
a possible deal. McCluggage revised his discussion draft proposal following
the January 6 meeting with Linda McMahon. He sent the revised draft to
Ms. McMahon on January 18, 2000. The discussion draft proposal included
a 4-5 year "joint venture/strategic alliance between WWF and Viacom" that
would include a broadcast component (3-4 year renewal of Smackdown on
UPN), a cable component (moving the Series currently carried on USA to
TNN), specials (6-7 one-hour specials annually to be broadcast on UPN,

"Brenner understood that the November 19, 1999 letter amendment modified not only
the Agreement but also the Sunday Night Heat Agreement. Brenner Dep. 205:13-21.
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TNN, CBS, and MTV), a series featuring WWFE star Steve Austin,
international distribution, coverage of WWFEs new football league (the
XFL), home video distribution, a theatrical development fund, radio
syndication, and Canadian in-theater pay-per-view. 4 After McCluggage sent
Linda McMahon his discussion draft, she contends that she informed him
that USA had a first refusal right and was entitled to review the details of
any offer that WWFE intended to accept.
G.

Negotiationswith WWFE to Retain the Series
And to Broaden the Relationship

Once USA waived the exclusive negotiation period in its agreements
with WWFE, it had no contractual obligation to talk to USA until it had
received a third-party offer that it intended to accept Nonetheless, WWFE
was willing to engage in broader discussions with USA. And it did so.
On February 17,2000, USA delivered a broad presentation to WWFE
involving various distribution capabilities, including the Home Shopping
Network, the Sci Fi Channel, USA's internet and e-commerce sites, USA
Video, USA Studios, and USA Broadcasting. USA organized the
presentation based on some of the strategic objectives outlined in WWFE's
October 1999 IPO prospectus. It hoped to use the promise of a broader
partnership (and the cross-promotional opportunities created thereby) to
induce WWFE to renew its cable Series on USA. Following USA's receipt
of WWFE's formal notice of early termination around March 1, 2000,
Brenner sent an internal e-mail suggesting that he should call Linda
McMahon to find out what WWFE was looking for rather than being put in
a position to match the terms of a third-party offer. Brenners suggestion was
rejected. Instead, USA decided to wait and see what WWFE would bring
back to USA to match.
H.

Viacom's "StrategicAlliance "Offer

One week after USA's presentation, Viacom made its own
presentation to WWFE. Viacom's presentation addressed a number ofterms
that appeared in earlier draft proposals, including telecast of WWFE's four
existing cable Series on 'INN, WWFE specials on Viacom's broadcast and
cable networks, a WWFE drama series, coverage of XFL football, a multimillion dollar advertising campaign, a theatrical development fund, pay-perview events, radio syndication, print publishing, and WWFE events at theme
parks, among other things.

1VX

229.
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On March 10, 2000, Linda McMahon sent McCluggage a proposal in
which she recommended that WWFE and Viacom first complete

negotiations over the four Series. Against this background, WWFE and
Viacom met again on March 16 to discuss the cable programming and other
proposals set forth in Ms. McMahon's March 10 letter. By the end of the
March 16 meeting, the parties had reached agreement on transferring the
four Series, while other proposals were left for later negotiation.
In an effort to memorialize the agreements reached regarding the four
Series, Viacom and VWE began drafting a formal agreement. Viacom
prepared and then circulated an initial short form draft offer to WWFE's
representatives on March 27. Representatives of both parties convened in
Los Angeles on March 30-31 to negotiate a final document. The final
document emerged as Viacom's offer letter dated April 2,2000. The April 2
letter first established terms for the four Series programs to be transferred to
TNN. It also addressed preexisting arrangements between WWeFE and
Viacom, such as UPN's right to "Smackdown!". The April 2 letter offer also
mentioned a variety of other relationships, many of which were left to further
negotiation. Finally, Viacom's offer letter described a series of terms relating
to the coverage territory, preemption rights, a choice of law and forum
selection provision, as well as a broadcast exclusivity provision, the
significance of which will be explained later.
L

USA Responds to Viacom's Letter Offer

On April 3, 2000, WWFE notified USA that it intended to accept the
Viacom offer and provided USA with a copy of that offer. USA spent the
next ten days engaged in two principal activities: (1) quantifying the cost of
matching the Viacom offer that had been tendered by WWFE; and (2)
meeting with outside counsel to determine a strategy for responding to that
offer. USA was unclear about certain terms in Viacom's offer. For reasons
that are not entirely apparent, USA made no effort to contact any
representative of WWFE during this ten-day period.
On April 12, 2000, the last day of USA's ten-day response period
under § 5(b), USA responded to Viacom's offer. It presented WWFE with
a black-lined version of Viacom's offer letter that expunged many elements
of Viacom's offer. By picking and choosing from the paragraphs in
Viacom's letter, USA purported to bind WWFE to a five-year renewal of its
licensing agreements concerning the Series programs, as well as other
provisions related to the Series. On the same day (April 12) that USA
"accepted" the tendered Viacom offer using selective matching, USA filed
this lawsuit to enjoin consummation of Viacom's agreement and to compel
WWFE to perform under USA's "matched contract"-a contract whose
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terms and conditions are an amalgamation of provisions appearing
throughout Viacom's offer. USA proclaims its "match" to be a legally
enforceable contract that relates to the Series pursuant to § 5 of the 1998
Agreement.
IL ANALYSIS
The narrow issue before this Court is whether USA, through its
April 12, 2000 letter to WWFE, effectively exercised its right to match
Viacom's April 2, 2000 offer to WWFE. To resolve this issue, the Court
must answer two questions. First, what is the scope of USA's right of first
refusal contained in § 5 of the 1998 license agreement between USA and
WWFE? Second, did USA match the provisions contained in Viacom's
April 2 offer to WWFE which fall within the scope of the right of first
refusal contained in § 5?
A.

The Scope of the Right ofFirstRefusal

USA and WWFE have entered into a succession of license
agreements to distribute various WWFE wrestling programs beginning in
1983. The duration of each license agreement has ranged between one and
three years. With the exception of minor "wordsmithing," the language of
the license agreements has remained generally constant for the life of the 17
year relationship between USA and WWFE.
As noted above, the parties amended § 5 through a November 19,
1999 letter which Brenner and Linda McMahon executed on behalf of their
respective companies. The November 19 amendment eliminated USA's
right to a 45 day exclusive negotiation period with WWFE for the extension
ofthe license agreement The amendment,however, did not in any way alter
the language describing USA's right of first refusal. In other words, the
November 19 amendment, by eliminating the exclusive negotiating period,
transformed § 5 from a "First Negotiation/First Refusal" clause to
exclusively a "First Refusal" clause. Section 5, as amended, is set forth
below in its entirety. The underscored text represents the first refusal
language at issue:
5.

The term hereof shall commence on September 28,
1998 and shall end on September 23, 2001 (the
"Term"). Notwithstanding the foregoing, either party
hereto may terminate this Agreement as of
September 24, 2000, for any reason whatsoever, by
written notice to the other, delivered between March 1,
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2000 and March 31, 2000. In no ev-ent, however may

FWW~E]enterintoxh

an aangem ent, understandingor

apreement with a

such third party with respect to ay

orallofthe three Series without first giving toUSA fa
,htof first refusal.exerci sable within ten (10) business
days following receipt by USA of written notice
detaiing the ms ofthe third party offer(s), asi ny
such Pffers) which [WWFEi intends to accept, If USA

dm-otmeet such oers). [WWFE1 will not enter into
an Aeement with such third-party on terms less
favorableto it tha" thos, ontained in theoffer(s)
withgt again affording USA a first refusal as above

providod.'5

As the parties themselves make clear, this case is fundamentally a
dispute over contract language. Specifically, the question I must answer is
what exactly does an offer "with respect to any or all of the three Series"
entail? Accordingly, the Court will apply general principles of contract
construction in order to best elicit the meaning of the disputed clause.
In so doing, I begin with the primary rule of contract analysis that
"[t]he interpretation of a written agreement begins with examination of its
language." 6 The law of New York, which is applicable to this dispute by
virtue of the parties' choice-of-law provision," and the law of Delaware are
in accord."
I will not, however, analyze in isolation the explicit words of § 5.
Language in a vacuum may take on any number of meanings. A Court can
more readily assign contract language its intended meaning if it reads the
language at issue within the context of the agreement in which it is located.
Accordingly, while the canons of contract interpretation instruct an examination of the explicit contract language in order to determine the clause's
meaning, one must simultaneously read that language within the context of
the contract surrounding that language in order to best elicit the most
appropriate meaning. Indeed, a New York court has recently observed that,

"Plaintiffs Trial Ex. ("PX") 6JJ.
"US.. v. Int'lBhd Of Teamsters, 970 F.2d 1132, 1136 (2d Cir. 1992).
"7See PX1, § 19.

"See Sernav.PergamentDistributors,Inc. 582 N.Y.S.2d 550, 552 (N.Y. App. Div.

1992) ("It is a fundamental premise ofcontract lawthat contracts should be enforced in accordance
with their terms") and Rainbow Navigation,Inc. v. Yonge, Del. Ch., CA. No. 9432, Allen, C.,
mem. op. at 6 (Apr. 24, 1989) ("Mhe attempt to define the legal meaning and effect of a
contractual document must start in each instance with the language used inthe contract itself.").
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"[i]t has long been the rule that a 'contract must be read as a
whole in order to determine its purpose and intent, and...
single clauses cannot be construed by taking them out of their
context and giving them an interpretation apart from the
contract of which they are a part. Words considered in
isolation may have many and diverse meanings. In a written
document the word obtains its meaning from the sentence, the
sentence from the paragraph and the latter from the whole
document."'19
All parties contend that the first refusal clause's meaning is facially
apparent, and that despite a voluminous discovery record and four day trial
on the merits, the Court need not look beyond the plain language of the
contract. USA defines the scope of its matching obligation - if it elects to
exercise its right of first refusal-restrictively, insisting that the plain
language "with respect to the Series" limits the scope of the right of first
refusal to the subject matter of the existing contract, a license to distribute
the Series programs. Defendants Viacom and WWFE, on the other hand,
argue that the scope of USA's matching right is quite broad, and generally
contend that USA must match every item in a third party offer tendered in
good faith.
The explicit language of the first refusal provision, examined in the
context ofthe 1998 Agreement as a whole, reveals its intended meaning: the
obligation to match is limited to the subject matter of the Agreement, the
television license rights for the Series. In my opinion, the inclusion of the
words "with respect to the Series" are intended as restrictive language. The
holder of the right of first refusal must match all terms contained in a third
party offer directly related to the Series itself. For example, USA must
match terms detailing scheduling of the Series, licensing fees for the Series,
advertising splits for the Series, and terms establishing the length of the
contract for the right to distribute the Series. USA need not match terms of
a third party offer that relate to other subject matters. Other subject matters
include the XFL, theme park events, and motion pictures, for example.
I must also note an important distinction in order to define clearly the
outer boundary of the first refusal righfs scope. The scope of the right is
limited to the subject matter of the Agreement in which the right exists.
Such subject matter is the licensing of the Series. The distinction one must
keep clear is that the subject matter of the Agreement, the licensing of the
Series, is very different from the subject matter of the Series themselves, the

'9BUan Designerfor Men, Inc. v.Fireman'sFund Ins. Co., N.Y. App. Div., 705
N.Y.S.2d 30, 33 (lst Dep't 2000) (internal citations omitted).
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WWFE characters and story lines. The scope at issue is defined by the
licensing of the Series, not the characters and story lines that exist within
those Series. This is why, for example, USA need not match the terms in the
Viacom offer relating to specials, such as "Wrestlemania." Although both
the Series and "Wrestlemania" will inevitably involve the same characters
and story lines, a special-a one time stand alone program-is not the same
subject matter as the Series-the four specific programs that USA televises
each week.
The plain language of § 5, when read in the context of the contract as
a whole, compels this interpretation. The very first paragraph of the 1998
Agreement recites that it is an:
Agreement... between USA Networks and [WWFE]
with respectto the production of and grant of certain rights in
the [ ] Series individually and collectively, of original
television programs presently entitled "WWF Raw/WWF War
Zone" ("Raw"), "WWF Live Wire" ("Live Wire"), and "WWF
Superstars" ("Superstar").
The very first paragraph of the Agreement contains the words "with respect
to the Series." The Agreement employs these words here to indicate that the
contract to follow is about the grant of certain rights in the Series. That is,
the contract is about the Series. These exact same words, the primary words
at issue in this case, appear verbatim in § 5. It is simply not reasonable to
believe that the same words in the opening paragraph of the Agreement and
in § 5 have different meanings. The words in the opening paragraph indicate
that the contract defines the parties' rights to the Series, not to any other
subject matters, just as the words in § 5 indicate that the right of first refusal
is limited to the same subject matter, the Series,and not to any other subject
matter. The language at issue in § 5 does not take on a more expansive
meaning.
Section 1 and 2 of the Agreement also mandate this restrictive textual
reading of § 5. Section 1 of the Agreement sets forth WWFE's obligations
under the Agreement-to "produce" and "deliver" a "specified number of
Programs of each Series during the Term." The Agreement does not contain
any obligation whatsoever to produce specials, theme park events, books,
football games, etc., no matter how related (or unrelated) that programming
or product may be to the Series licensed under the agreements.
Section 2 sets forth USA's chief right under the Agreement. This
right is neither more nor less than an exclusive license to distribute the
Series. Quite simply, the 1998 Agreement is a licensing agreement the
subject matter of which is the four Series. Accordingly, it is eminently
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reasonable that the meaning of the phrase "with respect to the Series" in the
Agreement's introductory paragraph, plus the language of § 1 and § 2 of the
Agreement regarding the subject matter of the contract as a whole,
illuminates the meaning of "with respect to the Series" in § 5 and the scope
of the right of first refusal. These provisions indicate that the scope of the
right of first refusal is limited to the subject matter of the contract containing

the right.
To my mind, it is unreasonable to conclude that a right of first refusal
clause in a contract for the distribution of certain television series would
require the holder of the right of first refusal to match a package offer from
a third-party for various properties that vastly exceed the scope of the
property under the contract giving rise to the first refusal right. Nothing in
the record suggests that a contrary scenario was reasonablyin the minds of
the parties at the time of drafting or amendment of the succession of
agreements in question.
I find the defendants' broader interpretation of the first refusal right's
scope unconvincing. Defendants argue, unreasonably in my opinion, that
USA must match all reasonable terms contained in a third party offer which
the seller (WWFE) and the third-party (Viacom) have entered into in good
faith. Defendants contend that Viacom's April 2 offer is an "arrangement,
understanding or agreement with [a] third-party with respect to any or all of
the three Series" and that USA's matching obligation runs to every item of
a third party offer that WWFE "intends to accept."
Viacom argues that in order for an "arrangement, understanding or
agreement" to be "with respect to any or all of the [four] Series," it is not
necessary that the "arrangement, understanding or agreement" concern solely
the four Series and no other programs WWFE produces or properties
WWFE owns. Section 5 ofthe Agreement, argue Viacom and WWFE, does
not contain the word "only" or "solely." The scope of § 5, therefore, is not
limited to the Series.
Despite the absence of the words "only" or "solely," the scope of the
right is not as broad as Viacom and WWFE argue it is. Under the broadest
possible interpretation of the phrase "with respect to the Series," I still do not
know how a provision regarding the XFL would ever fall within the scope
of the right of first refusal. The XFL is a football league that has nothing to
do whatsoever with professional wrestling beyond its association with
WWFE.
Even ifI give "with respect to the Series" its broadest meaning-e.g.,
with reference, relating to, or pertaining to-the XFL does not "relate" to the
Series. In fact, even if the scope of the right included anything relating to
the characters or story lines of the wrestling programs, the XFL would not
fall within such a scope. The only way that the XFL would fall within the
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scope of the right offirst refusal is ifI interpreted "with respect to the Series"
to mean an offer "includingthe Series." No evidence compels me to reach
such a result. Indeed, it is clearly more reasonable to interpret "with respect
to the Series" to constitute limiting language, and not expansive language.
Interpreting "with respect to the Series" to limit the scope oftheright of first
refusal to the subject matter of the contract even absent the words "only" or
"solely" is clearly reasonable. Interpreting "with respect to the Series" to
actually mean "includingthe Series" and to expand the scope of the right of
first refusal to any terms Viacom and WWFE have entered into other than
for the purpose of defeating USA's first refusal rights, in my mind, robs § 5
of its intended meaning.
Viacom next argues that the structure of § 5 buttresses its expansive
interpretation of the first refusal rights scope. Viacom explains that § 5
requires the WWFE to tender the entire third party offer, not part of it, to
USA because § 5 provides that WWFE must tender the offer it "intends to
accept." Because WWFE intended to accept all the provisions of Viacom's
offer, WWFE, therefore, also must tender the entire offer. After obligating
WWFE to tender the entire offer, § 5 does not explicitly allow USA to meet
only portions of the third party offer. Implicitly, therefore, § 5 commands
that USA meet "such offer" in its entirety. Consequently, defendants argue
that WWFE must tender Viacom's entire offer and USA must either match
the offer entirely, or forfeit its first refusal right.
I find this argument unpersuasive. Section 5 provides that WWFE
must tender "such offer" and USA must meet "such offer." "Such offer"
refers to an offer "with respect to the Series." Therefore, WWFE must
tender and USA must match an offer "with respect to the Series." The
operation of this clause, however, still fails to explain how the phrase "with
respect to the Series" affects the scope of the first refusal right. Although the
defendants are correct that this is how the first refusal right operates
according to the language in § 5, its operation does not speak to the meaning
of the phrase.
Just because WWFE seeks a strategic alliance, of which the four
Series are a part, and tenders the entire strategic alliance offer to USA, it
does not necessarily follow that the entire strategic alliance is an "offer with
respect to the Series." Moreoverjust because USA treated the Viacom offer
as an offer "with respect to the Series" for purposes of triggering its right of
first refusal, does not necessarily mean that every provision of the strategic
alliance offer is "with respect to the Series." USA may have treatedthe
Viacom offer as a triggering offer because within the broad strategic alliance
package existed provisions that did, in fact, fall within the scope of the
phrase "with respect to the Series." That is, the broad package did include
provisions concerning licenses for the four Series programs. Presented with
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the strategic alliance offer, USA attempted to match the part of the strategic
alliance offer that it considered to be "with respect to the Series" according
to its understanding of that language.
USA and WWFE likely did not anticipate a dispute over the scope of
the right of first refusal, at the time of drafting, because they could not
anticipate the significant changes in the media industry, particularly the
industry's rapid consolidation and move to a world of multi-platform
conglomerates. Given the parties' relationship and the state of the media
industry in 1983, 1 am compelled to conclude that the drafters of § 5 did not
anticipate a package offer of the kind Viacom has tendered, and this lack of
anticipation has caused a tension in the manner § 5 operates.2"
Accordingly, I find the language of § 5, read in the context of the
entire contract, clear on its face. Its only reasonable interpretation is that the
scope of the first refusal right is limited to the subject matter of the
Agreement.
Had the first principle of contract construction, the plain meaning
rule, not resolved this dispute, the second principle of contract construction,
the parol evidence rule, would have compelled the Court to adopt the same
limited scope interpretation. The parol evidence rule holds that where the

language of a contract is susceptible to more than one reasonable
interpretation, the Court will consider proffered admissible evidence bearing

on the objective circumstances relating to the background of the contract,
including statements made during the course of the negotiation, courses of
prior dealings between the parties, and practices in the relevant trade or

industry.
Every contract between USA and WWFE since their first contract in
1983 has included the same contract language describing the right of first
refusal. In fact, USA has insisted upon it. As the parties have used the same
contract language (notwithstanding slight "wordsmithing") in each contract
since 1983, they have preserved the same meaning of that recurring language
since 1983. Before USA and WWFE signed their first contract to televise
a wrestling series in 1983, USA had previously only televised monthly
wrestling shows performed at Madison Square Garden, pursuant to a
contract with Madison Square Garden. At that time, neither party has
suggested that they contemplated the strategic partnership that WWFE
currently seeks, and WWFE certainly did not possess the market power it
presently holds. Accordingly, in 1983, when WWFE was first securing
television distribution and did not enjoy the same level of popularity it does
today, it is much more likely that the parties contemplated a right of first

ITae manner in which § 5 operates in the contextofa changed media industry, however,
has no bearing on howl interpretthe contractual language and the scope ofthe right of first refusal.
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refusal limited to the subject matter of the contract containing that right of
first refusal, as opposed to the open-ended right the defendants now allege
prevails. The 1998 Agreement, containing the same right of first refusal
clause and the same language, therefore, does not have a different meaning
than the identical provision the parties agreed to back in 1983.
WWFE's repeated attempts to eliminate the right of first refusal
provision from its contracts with USA bolsters the limited scope
interpretation. In 1998, WWFE's talent agent, Mark Itkin of the William
Morris Agency, requested that USA agree to delete the first negotiation/first
refusal clause in its entirety. Brenner refused.
In October 1999, Linda McMahon indicated that WWFE intended to
exercise its early termination right. Brenner asked her to refrain from
sending the early termination notice until she had further conversations with
Baker. Linda McMahon, in return for postponing WWFE's exercise of its
early termination right, requested that Baker agree to waive USA's rights of
first negotiation and first refusal. According to Vince McMahon, WWFE
understood that obtaining a waiver of the first-refusal right had "value" to
WWFE.2 1 Ultimately, USA agreed to waive the first negotiation provision,
but it reaffirmed its right of first refusal. The parties amended the 1998
agreement to reflect this modification.
WWFE's repeated attempts to eliminate the right of first refusal clause
indicates that WWFE viewed this clause as a serious hindrance. If the scope
of the right of first refusal clause were truly as broad as WWFE and Viacom
claim, then elimination of that provision would not have been as necessary.
I assume that WWFE and Viacom would retort that all right of first refusal
provisions, regardless of their scope, have a chilling economic effect That
is, third parties are less likely to negotiate with WWFE because the property
at issue is subject to a right of first refusal.
I find this argument, in this instance, unconvincing, because WWFE
already knew that Viacom had an interest in wrestling programming as early
as July 20, 1999, three months before Linda McMahon requested that USA
waive the right of first refusal. Thus, WWFE cannot contend that it needed
the first refusal right waived in order to prevent a chilling economic
effect-Viacom already had expressed its interest in acquiring the Series.
Indeed, Vince and Linda McMahon, along with Endeavor, WWFE's agent,
met with McCluggage at Paramounfs offices in Hollywood on July 20, 1999
to discuss moving the Series from USA to Viacom. McCluggage's phone
logs reflect ten incoming calls from Endeavor and WWFE from July through
the end of October 1999, when Linda McMahon attempted to eliminate the
right of first refusal provision.

2

V. McMahon Dep. 162-163,169.
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WWFE and Viacom insist that McCluggage was not aware of the
right of first refusal when the parties began negotiations. Implicitly, they
argue that had he known of the refusal right, Viacom would have been less
likely to pursue WWFE. Indeed, McCluggage testified that Endeavor told
him that WWFE had a "clean out" of its contract with USA. Endeavor's
conversation with McCluggage regarding a "clean out" did not occur,
however, until November 1999, more than three months after Viacom and
WWFE began negotiations for the wrestling programming. I find it
incredible that despite preliminary discussions in May, a meeting on July 20,
and at least ten subsequent phone calls over the next three months, WWFE
did not once mention USA's right of first refusal.
In addition, I cannot believe that Viacom failed to inquire as to any
contract restrictions on the four Series. It would seem to me that when a
comphny is attempting to acquire rights to property, one of its first inquiries
would be whether the property is in any way encumbered. That is, is the
property readily available at the expiration of the current contract? These
circumstances, in my opinion, undermine WWFE's broad interpretation of
the first refusal right.
The actions of USA executives also have neither altered the meaning
of § 5 nor lent credibility to Viacom's and WWFE's overly broad
interpretation of the scope of the right of first refusal. In November 1999,
Baker and Chao encouraged Linda McMahon to go out into the marketplace
and determine the value of her company. They did so, no doubt, in the hope
she would come back empty handed and, thus, with little bargaining
leverage. In fact, Linda McMahon testified that Baker said, "nobody is
going to give you a network."' USA was quite plainly mistaken. But the
fact that USA executives told, indeed exhorted, Linda McMahon to go out
and negotiate offers for WWFE programming (and for whatever else she
wanted to sell) did not work to alter or amend the language and purpose of
the contract. It was, in fact,entirely in keeping with the contract, once USA
waived the exclusive negotiation period.
Furthermore, the fact that USA pitched a broad, integrated offer to
WWFE in February 2000 does not demonstrate a belief that it was required
to match such an offer from a third party in the event its first refusal rights
were triggered. The February pitch cannot be considered some sort of
waiver of USA's first refusal rights or an admission that it is required to meet
a package deal offer under the terms of § 5. The February pitch is best
understood as USA's effort to head off the triggering of its first refusal right.
And though much of USA's testimony at trial and in deposition was
equivocal at best and dissembling at worst, they consistently testified that
'Tr. 1023: 10-11.
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they believed that no matter what kind of offer WWFE obtained, they had
a "backstop" on the distribution rights to the Series. This view, to my mind,
is consistent with the language of § 5.
I also find that certain language in Viacom's April 2 offer letter to
WWFE demonstrates that Viacom believed its interpretation of § 5 to be
more tenuous than it indicated during trial. The offer letter of April 2 states:
"the various components of the proposed agreement ... are being offered as
a complete integrated package to WWFE, each dependent on the other, and
are not offered otherwise."23
Why would Viacom include this sentence in its offer letter? WWFE
already knew that the offer constituted an integrated package because it
sought out such a deal in the first place. WWFE also did not intend to pick
and choose certain provisions of the offer, as it clearly coveted all the
provisions contained in the offer. Thus, Viacom did not include that
sentence for WWFE t s benefit. Moreover, Viacom did not include the
sentence for its own benefit because Viacom already knew that WWFE
intended to accept the entire package; both parties negotiated the deal and
had settled on its terms. Viacom did know that WWFE had to tender the
offer to USA. The April 2 offer, therefore, likely contained the sentence for
USA's benefit. In my opinion, the sentence constitutes an implicit threat to
USA: this is an integrated package that you must accept in its entirety. The
only reason to include such a sentence in an offer to WWFE is if Viacom
and WWFE recognized that an issue existed regarding the scope of the first
refusal right.
Based on the plain language of § 5, especially when read within the
context of the Agreement as a whole, and the previously discussed parol
evidence, I find that the only reasonable interpretation of the first refusal
right's scope is to limit it to the subject matter of the Agreement. I reject
WWFE's and Viacom's interpretation of § 5. The meaning of the phrase
"with respect to the Series" limits the scope of § 5 and is not intended to
provide an open-ended matching obligation that includes unrelated subjects
such as football telecasts, theme park events and radio syndication. The
well-settled law of New York regarding rights of first refusal only serves to
further bolster USA's interpretation.
New York courts construing right of first refusal clauses have
uniformly held that a property owner cannot compel the holder of a right of
first refusal to one property to match the terms of a package deal
encompassing extraneous properties. New Atlantic Garden v. Atlantic
GardenRealty Corp. commenced a long line of uninterrupted authority so

'Viacom Exhibit ("VX") 158.
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holding. 4 In Camp Systems, Inc.v. PHHAviationServices,Inc..' the court
held that the holder of a first refusal right relating to a software product
could not be forced to match the terms of a third-party offer for substantially
all of the seller's assets, including the software product. Likewise, in Saab
Enterprisesv. Wiadislaw Wunderbar, the court held that a lessee of a car
wash, with a right of first refusal, could not be forced to match the terms of
a third-party offer to buy property including the car wash and a neighboring
gas station.7
Defendants' attempt to distinguish the litany of New York authorities
cited in USA's brief by arguing that they are not a prohibition on package
deals but, rather, stand only for the unremarkable proposition that specific
contract language defines the scope of a matching obligation (and, in this
case, such clear language is absent) is ineffective. Defendants take the
contract language from New Atlantic Garden as an example. There,
defendants argue the contract language provided a clear definition of the
scope of the property the plaintiffs right of first refusal covered.
The clause in question inNewAtantic Garden provided that "in the
event of a contemplated sale of saidpremises during the demised term, the
landlord agrees to give to the tenant a notice in writing at least ten days
before the contemplated sale of the substance of the terms on which it is
proposed to be made... [and] the tenant shall have the right to purchase
saidpremises upon the terms and conditions proposed."'27 Defendants'
contention, that the case currently before the Court is different from New
Atlantic Garden because the contract in New Atlantic Garden specifically
defined the property that plaintiffs' first refusal right covered is unpersuasive.
The first refusal language annexed above from New Atlantic Garden
is in reality no more precise than the language found in § 5 of the 1998
Agreement. "Said premises" in New Atlantic Gardenis quite plainly the
subject matter of the underlying contract, offers for which the holder of the

2
N.Y. App. Div., 194 N.Y. S. 34 (1st Dep't 1922), afld, N.Y., 143 N.E. 734 (1923)
Oessee ofmovie theater with right of first refusal cannot be forced to match terms of third party's
offer to buy from lessor a larger parcel including the theater).
"'E.D.N.Y., CA. No. 88-945, 1988 WL 70637 (May 31, 1988).
'N.Y. App. Div., 554N.Y.S.2d 657 (2ndDept 1990); see also Tarallov. NorstarBank
N.Y. App. Div., 534 N.Y.S.2d 485 (3d Dep't 1988) (lessee and holder of option to buy leased
premises cannot be forced to match terms of third-party offer to buy larger parcel including the
leased premises); C & B Wholesale Stationeryv. S. DeBella Dresses,Inc., N.Y. App. Div., 349
N.Y.S.2d 751,753 (2dDept 1973) ("The right which plaintiff enjoyed by virtue of the first refusal
clause cannotbe rendered nugatory by the device of attaching additional land to the leased premises
and finding a buyer for the entire parcel"; lessor "improperly disregarded plaintiffs attempted
exercise of the option as to the leased premises"); Costello v. Hoffman, N.Y. App. Div., 291
N.Y.S.2d 116 (2dDept 1968) (lessee of restaurant with right of first refusal cannot be forced to
match terms of third-party offer to buy building complex including the restaurant).
2
Emphasis Viacom's.
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right of first refusal has a right to match. Here, the subject matter of the
1998 Agreement is a license for the four Series. It thus stands to reason that
a license for the four Series, and terms reasonably related thereto, define the
scope of USA's matching obligation.
Defendants' reliance on West Texas Transmissionv. Enron Corp.' is
unavailing. There, two energy companies each owned a one-half interest in
a gas pipeline subject to cross rights of first refusal in the event one of the
owners chose to sell his interest to a third-party. Enron elected to sell its
interest to a third-party and predicated such sale on the prospective buyer
receiving regulatory clearance prior to sale. West Texas objected to this
term and argued that Enron breached its preemptive right by intejecting an
intermediate condition (regulatory approval) into the purchase agreement
that it should not be required to match. In very broad language, the Court,
applying Texas law, held that plaintiff West Texas was required to meet this
perfectly legitimate term in Enron's agreement with the prospective thirdparty purchaser because it was commercially reasonable and imposed in
good faith.
Contrary to defendants' contentions, West Texas Transmissiondoes
not stand for the proposition that a third-party agreement, irrespective of its
scope, is the sole determinant of a right of first refusal holder's obligation to
match. The subject matter of the contract at issue in West Texas
Transmissionwas an ownership interest in a pipeline. The scope of the first
refusal right covered the same. Inclusion of a regulatory approval term did
not in any way alter or add to the subject matter of the underlying contract
nor force the preemptive right holder to match a "package deal" as is the case
here. Rather, regulatory approval bore a direct relation to the subject matter
of the contract and was, therefore, properly within the scope of the right
holder's matching obligation.
Defendants cite only one decision running truly contrary to the
consistent and overwhelming authority from New York and elsewhere
proscribing package deals: In re New Era Resorts, LLC.29 In that case, a
Bankruptcy Court construed Tennessee law to require the holder of a first
refusal right to match the terms of a third-party package deal offer. In re
New EraResorts does not represent New York law on this subject.
Moreover, defendants have not asserted a compelling rationale or
directed the Court to any legal authority stating that the well-settled body of
New York law construing rights of first refusal should not apply in the
context of television distribution rights. Defendants cite no authority for
their contention that this contract should be treated differently because it

-907 F.2d 1554 (5th Cir. 1990).
9238 B.R. 381 (Bankr. E.D. Tenn. 1999).
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relates to intellectual property. One New York court has construed a right
of first refusal regarding intellectual property to prohibit the use of a package
deal2 And in CBS v. French Tennis Federation,31 in the course of issuing
a preliminary injunction, aNew York trial court recognized that rights of
first refusal are a common and essential element of television programming
contracts. This Court made the same observation in DoverDowns v. ESPN,
Inc.,32 a case decided under New York law. Courts in other jurisdictions
have also rejected the argument that the prohibition against the use of
"package deals" to defeat a right of first refusal should be limited to the real
estate context.33
There is no doubt that WWFE sought out a strategic alliance with a
multi-platform media conglomerate in complete good faith. Linda and
Vince McMahon quite rationally believed, and indeed were so advised, that
the most effective way to grow their company and increase the value of the
WWFE franchise was through horizontal expansion of WWFE production.
The changed landscape of the media business since the WWFE and
USA first entered into that original 1983 license agreement, and WWFE's
current desire to secure a strategic alliance do not, however, alter the
meaning of § 5 of the contract between USA and the WWFE. In fact, the
contract language has hardly changed since 1983 when the parties first
entered into an agreement to distribute the Series. At that time, WWFE did
not possess the market power it does today and was not seeking a strategic
alliance. It also could not have anticipated the vast changes that have
occurred in the media business. Changed circumstances, however, do not
alter the meaning of contract language, especially when such language has
not only gone unchanged, but has indeed been reaffirmed by the parties as
Business exigencies and changed
recently as November 1999.
circumstances are also not a proper basis for the Court to rewrite the parties'
contract.
The clear meaning of the language of § 5 read in the context of the
entire contract, relevant parol evidence, and well-settled New York case law

70637

"See Camp Sys. v. PHHAviationServs., Inc., E.D.N.Y., C.A. No. 88-945, 1988 WL

(May 31, 1988) (software).
"N.Y. Sup. CL, N.Y.LJ. 5 (Jan. 24, 1983).
"Del. Ch., C.A. No. 11830, Jacobs, V.C. (April 26, 1991).
"See, e.g., Radio WEBS v. Tele-Media Corp., Ga., 292 S.E.2d 712, 715 (1982) ("the

cited lease cases [are] applicable to sales ofbusinesses; to find otherwise would facilitate defeat of
contractual rights of firstrefusal by inclusion ofextrancous matters.'9; Florida'sFirstCoastSerys.,
Inc. v. Le-JoEnters., E.D. Pa., CA. No., 88-9413,1989 WL 46102, at *3(rejecting contention that
package deal cases are limited to real estate). See also 3 Corbin on Contracts § 11.3, at 469
(Apr.25, 1989) (while a right of first refsal "customarily, but not exclusively, arises in real property
transactions ... the subject matter may be anything which the parties may make the subject of a
contract").
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supports the view that the scope of USA's matching obligation is limited by
the subject matter of the Agreement, a license to distribute the four
programs. And although I do not doubt the sincerity of Linda McMahon's
testimony that she genuinely believed that she had the right and ability to go
out and sign whatever deal she could and require USA to match every
element of it, no matter how unrelated to the parties' current relationship, the
language of the clause, particularly when read in the context of the entire
contract, and informed by a reading of the relevant New York case law,
simply cannot bear the weight of such a broad reading.
B.

USA Has Not UnconditionallyMatched Viacom's Offer

When WWFE presented to USA Viacom's April 2 offer, USA treated
the offer as triggering its right of first refusal under the 1998 Agreement.
USA responded by attempting to match those terms "with respect to the
Series." To that end, USA crossed out those parts of the April 2 offer that
were clearly extraneous to the subject matter of its licensing agreement with
WWFE.Thus, USA properly blacklined terms and conditions regarding
television rights for specials, the "Smackdown!" series on UPN and the XFL.
USA also properly excised provisions relating to theme park attractions,
theatrical motion pictures, radio syndication, pay-per-view events in Canada,
a publishing venture and a drama television series. These elements clearly
exceeded the scope and subject ofthe earlier licensing agreements between
WWFE and USA. Turning to the terms of the offer that did relate to the
Series programs, the subject matter of the 1998 Agreement, USA listed the
items that it would "match" and substituted "USA" for "Viacom," "TNN,"
"MTV" or "CBS" in each provision that dealt with the four Series.
The Court now must confront the second level of analysis in this
matter. That is, when WWFE submitted Viacom's April 2 offer to USA
pursuant to USA's right offirst refusal, did USA accept those provisions that
it was required to accept to enter into a binding and enforceable contract
with WWFE? To determine whether USA accepted the offer, the Court
must look to the objective manifestation ofthe parties' intent as expressed by
their words and deeds.34 The offeree's intention to accept is unimportant
except insofar as it is overtly manifested.35 Under New York law, a party's
manifestations of intent are viewed from the vantage point of a reasonable
person in the position of the other party. In determining whether such
manifestations constitute acceptance, disproportionate emphasis must not
be put on any single act, phrase or provision. Rather, the Court must

'See Dover Downs at 16-17.
1Md.
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consider the totality of all these, in light of the attendant circumstances, the
situation of the parties, and the objectives they were striving to obtain.36

Applying these principles to the facts of this case, I conclude that no
reasonable person in WWFE's position could have viewed USA's letter and
the blacklined version of Viacom's offer letter as an unconditional
acceptance of Viacom's offer. USA's April 12 letter did state that USA
treated Viacom's April 2 offer as triggering USA's right of first refusal, and
that USA intended to exercise that right. But USA's letter, as well as the
crossed out version ofViacom's offer, failed to accept unconditionally all of
the material terms and conditions that related to the Series programs, the
subject matter of the 1998 Agreement. Because USA's acceptance is at
variance with its obligations under its right of first refusal, its April 12 letter
operated as a counteroffer, not as a legally enforceable acceptance of an
offer. I turn now to a brief discussion of the terms and conditions in the
April 2 offer which were within the scope ofthe right of first refusal, but that
USA failed to unconditionally accept.
First, I conclude that USA failed to match the territorial rights
component of Viacom's offer for the television rights to the Series. As
discussed at length above, a license for the four Series is the subject matter
of the 1998 Agreement and defines the scope of the first refusal right.
Specials, the "Smackdown!" series, the XFL, theme park attractions,
theatrical motion pictures, radio syndication, pay-per-view in Canada, book
publishing and a TV drama series are different subject matters and, thus,
outside of the scope of USA's first refusal rights and obligations. The
territory covered under a prospective license agreement for the four Series,
however, clearly is not a separate subject matter, but rather is a material term
correlated to the four Series.
An example of USA's flawed reasoning in this connection is Lynn's
explanation at trial: "I think that our current agreement talks about a license
of the four series in a defined territory of the United States. And I think that
that is I guess what I would call the subject of the agreement. And therefore,
we didn't have to -that is what our right of first refusal had to do with, was
the subject of the agreement, being the license of the series in the territory.
And this went
beyond that scope; and therefore, I didn't think we had to
7
match it."0
USA's mistake (as evidenced by the above testimony) is in assuming
that Canada and the Carribean are outside the scope of the first refusal right
because the 1998 Agreement extended only to the territory of the domestic
United States and its territories. But the limit of the first refusal righfs scope
36Id.
"Trial Tr. at 471 (Lynn).
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is not the four comers of the 1998 Agreement itself. Rather the limit is the
subject matter of the Agreement (the four Series). Defining the scope of the
first refusal right by the four comers of the Agreement transforms the first
refusal sentence in section 5(b) into a right of renewal. In effect, under
Lynn's misguided interpretation, USA's right of refusal would require any
third party offer to mimic the terms of the 1998 Agreement, except for the
price and time frame of the offer.
USA alternatively argues that, by crossing out the non-domestic
territory in Viacom's offer, USA actually did WWFE a favor, as it enabled
WWFE to sell distribution rights in Canada and the Caribbean for more
money. But USA cannot place itself in the position of making strategic
business decisions for WWFE. Nothing in the record supports USA's
contention that territorial coverage of the television distribution of the series
was unimportant to WWFE. To the contrary, the undisputed evidence is that
WWFE was interested in arrangements that would diversify and expand its
brand globally. The territorial coverage term in Viacom's offer was,
therefore, clearly a material term relating to the Series that USA was
obligated to match unconditionally. It failed to do so and, thus, effectively
made a counteroffer to WWFE.
Second, I find that USA failed to match the choice of law and forum
selection clauses in Viacom's offer. Viacom's offer provides that "[t]he
strategic alliance (and all ofthe components thereof) shall be governed by
New York law, and each party agrees to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the courts located in New York." USA struck these provisions in their
entirety. Again, Richard Lynn testified that "the same basic concept" is
captured in another provision of USA's response, which provides that the
terms of USA's purported agreement with WWFE "shall be reflected in a
long-form agreement (containing customary covenants, representations,
warranties and indemnities) mutually satisfactory to USA and WWFE."38
WWFE, however, is entitled to USA's unequivocal acceptance of the
material terms of the tendered third party offer. Lynn's explanation is
irrelevant, because it does not account for the fact that the same language
regarding a long-form agreement also appeared in Viacom's offer in addition
to the choice of law and forum selection provision that USA chose to strike.
USA cites no authority that choice of law and forum selection clauses are
immaterial terms of a contract. In fact, New York law holds that injection
of a forum selection clause into a proposed contract is a material alteration
of the contract.39 Choice of law and forum are undoubtedly material terms.
'Irial Tr. at 483-484.
"General Instrument Corp. v. The Manufacturing Inc., 517 F. Supp. 1231, 1235
(S.D.N.Y. 1981) (applying New York law); Lorbook Corp. v. G&Tlndus., Inc., 162 A.D.2d 69,
73 (N.Y. Supr. 1990).
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They appear in virtually every contract USA offered into evidence in this
case. It is not enough, in my opinion, for a party to cross out such a material
term and compel the other contracting party to accept assurances (made at
trial, but not before) that a comparable term will be agreed to later. New
York law teaches that overt manifestations of intent are what counts, not a
party's (or its counsel's) self-serving statements of future intention,
statements which USA did not make to WWFE on April 12 when it
purported to accept the April 2 offer.' By striking the choice of law and
forum selection terms of Viacom's offer, USA's response varied materially
from that offer insofar as it related to the Series and, thus, USA failed to
match.
Third, I find that USA failed to match the terms of Viacom's offer
concerning certain cross-promotional obligations directly related to the
Series programs. Viacom's offer requires that Viacom "cross-promote the
WWFE programming contemplated hereunder across its various media
platforms and outlets (including television, radio and billboards)." USA
concedes that it could have purchased radio time and rented billboards so as
to match Viacom's promotional commitment.4 Nonetheless, USA crossed
out all of the cross-media promotional platforms in the tendered offer.
USA struck these explicit terms even though one of its executives,
Baker, admits that billboards qualify as cross-promotion and that USA could
have purchased them. Baker explained that USA deleted the reference to
billboards, radio and television because USA did not want to be "specific."'42
During the trial, USA's counsel argued that, although USA struck the words
"television, radio, and billboards" from Viacom's offer, USA added the
phrase "as well as any additional promotion." These words, counsel insisted,
capture the same intention as the explicit terms that Viacom used. Finally,
USA also contends that the cross-promotional terms referring to television,
radio and billboards were illusory in any event, as Viacom's offer did not
guarantee a fixed amount of cross-promotional expenditures, but instead
promised only to review annually the level of such promotion with WWFE.
These explanations and arguments fall victim again to the
fundamental principle that a right of first refusal holder may not defend a
refusal to match a term in the third party's offer on the ground that the third
party "didn't mean it." USA effectively treats cross-promotion as an
immaterial term. It is not. No evidence in this case suggests that the specific
forms of cross-promotion of the four Series included in Viacom's April 2
'°See Brown Bros.ElectricalContractors,Inc. v. Beam ConstructionCorp., 361 N.E.2d
999, 1001 (N.Y. CL App. 1977); "IndustrialAmerica,"Inc. v. FultonIndustries,Inc., Del. Supr.,
285 A.2d 412,415 (1971).
4
Peternan Dep. at 193-195.
42
Baker Dep. at 56.
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offer is an insubstantial element of the consideration for the Series. To the
contrary, the parties agree that cross-promotion is increasingly prevalent in
a world of media conglomerates. Ultimately, therefore, I am not persuaded
that USA's equivocal match of portions of the cross-promotion provision in
Viacom's offer constitutes an unconditional acceptance. Instead, I find that
USA effectively made a counteroffer to WWFE regarding the form and type
of promotion it would provide under the agreement.
Fourth, based on my assessment of the testimony at trial and the
situation of these parties, I find that USA failed to match the provision of
Viacom's offerpromising "no regularly scheduled preemption." WWFEhas
long suffered from USA's practice of preempting WWFE programming three
weeks out of every year for the U.S. Open and Westminster Kennel Club
Dog Show. As Linda McMahon testified at trial: "We have the world's
longest running soap opera. When you interrupt the viewing pattern of your
audience, even if its just, as USA would refer to it, almost momentary,
hiccup or blip, you can affect that viewing audience. [And] [t]hat affects the
other parts of your business."43 To make matters worse, because USA's
preemptions are regularly scheduled well in advance, Time Warner's
competing WCW is able to plan ahead to capture WWFE's audience when
USA preempts WWFE's programs.
This situation strained the relationship between WWFE and USA. As
a result, WWFE sought and obtained, as an element of the four Series
license component of the proposed alliance with Viacom, a commitment
from Viacom that there would be no regularly scheduled preemption of
WWFE programming, absent an incident on the order of a national disaster.
In other words, WWFE's Series would be televised at their regular times 52
weeks a year. Both WWFE and Viacom understand the words "no regularly
scheduled preemption" to encompass this concept. This was the consistent,
unequivocal testimony of McCluggage, Vince McMahon and Linda
McMahon, and I find it persuasive and credible.
USA's position is that it is not preempting the WWFE series program
when it televises the dog show and the U.S. Open. In USA's view, this is not
a regularly scheduled preemption. I do not agree. The ordinary meaning of
the words should govern. In the circumstances of this case, the words
"regularly scheduled preemption" supports WWFE's position. The dog show
and the U.S. Open appear on USA regularly. That is, USA televises them
at the same time ofyear, every year. They are scheduled to be aired on USA
and it is a regular appearance. USA knows it. WWFE knows it. And
WCW knows it. No evidence at trial has persuaded me that these words
have a special meaning in the entertainment industry, or a meaning contrary
43

Trial Tr. at 937.
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to that described above. Therefore, I will give the words their ordinary
meaning in the context in which they are used.
Despite their plain meaning, USA argues that it matched this term
because it chose not to strike the term "no regularly scheduled preemption."
By not striking, USA contends that it has matched unconditionally the terms
of Viacom's offer. But USA's executives have made clear that WWFE will
"have to live with" the regularly scheduled annual preemptions of WWFE's
cable series for the U.S. Open and Westminster Dog Show if the Series
remain on USA beyond the 1999-2000 television season." These statements
have infuriated the McMahons, who have characterized USA's purported
match of Viacom's no preemption term as "a lie."'45 Having assessed Lynn's
trial testimony on this precise question, I agree that USA's literal acceptance
of the "no regularly scheduled preemption" term is more sleight of hand than
it is a good faith intention to accept unconditionally a material term of a third
party offer. Stated simply, USA made it clear during the trial that it intends
to televise the dog show. It also intends, in my opinion, to televise the U.S.
Open, notwithstanding its last ditch argument that it could always pay offthe
Open and honor WVFE's no preemption clause.
In short, USA's eleventh hour arguments designed to minimize the
importance ofthis term, or to assure its future intention to comply therewith,
do not impress me more than the actual conduct of the parties over the past
years. Accordingly, I find as a matter of fact and law that USA failed to
match unconditionally the "no regularly scheduled preemption" term of
Viacom's offer.
Finally, I pause to describe a striking example of USA's remarkably
opportunistic effort to match Viacom's offer. As noted above, USA declined
to match material aspects of the territory and cross-promotion provisions of
the Viacom offer. One underlying fact, common to both the territory and
cross-promotion terms, is that USA lacked the "in house" capability to
deliver on either provision. That is, its signal does not currently reach
Canada and the Caribbean, territories covered under the Viacom offer, and
it does not own radio or billboard assets, cross-promotional platforms
promised in the Viacom offer.
These provisions of the Viacom offer, which USA was required to
match, were burdensome to USA to the extent that they would require USA
to enter into some sort of subcontracting relationship with a third-party in
order to perform. To my mind, USA's rationale for declining to match them
is largely a pretext, the purpose ofwhich was to excise from the April 2 offer

"Trial Tr. at 1221-22.
4"Trial Tr. at 967-968; Trial Tr. at 1222.
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provisions that it could not easily match, and "accept" the offer on its own
terms-and not the exact terms of the third-party offeror.
USA's rejection of these provisions, clearly related to the four Series
and not constituting distinct subject matters, sits oddly next to its
enthusiastic acceptance of an exclusivity provision in the Viacom offer.
USA's decision to match this term, a term painstakingly negotiated between
Viacom and WWFE, smacks of opportunism. The exclusivity provision in
the Viacom offer, among other things, grants to Viacom a "first
negotiation/last refusal" right on any wrestling-based sports programming
WWFE produces to air on a broadcastnetwork.
Bargaining over this right led WWFE and Viacom to a compromise
position in which Viacom would get a "first negotiation/last refusal" right
with respect to new broadcast programming-a compromise position tied
into the overall value Viacom was providing WWFE and only agreed upon,
as a practical matter, because of Viacom's significant broadcast assets in the
CBS and UPN networks.
USA purported to match in full this exclusivity provision, including
the clause granting "first negotiation/last refusal rights" for wrestling-based
programming on broadcast networks. USA, however, does not own a
broadcastnetwork. When this scenario is taken to its logical, though
admittedly perverse conclusion, USA has assumed a veto power over the
WWFE's ability to distribute wrestling-based programming over broadcast
networks despite the fact that it does not own a broadcast network and does
not itself intend to broadcast any wrestling programs whatsoever. This, to
my mind, is nothing short of overreaching, and buttresses my view,
expressed later in this opinion, that USA's self-serving tactical decisions
should not evoke judicial sympathy.
In the end, therefore, USA's response to Viacom's offer failed to
constitute a legally effective acceptance under New York law. In all nonUniform Commercial Code transactions, as in this case, New York follows
the rule that a qualified acceptance is nothing more than a counteroffer.4'
"Indeed, whenever a purported acceptance is even slightly at variance with
the terms of an offer, the qualified response operates as a rejection and
termination of - and substitution for - the initially offered terms."'4
Put differently, New York law holds that "[t]o conclude an agreement,
the acceptance must meet and correspond with the offer in every respect,
neither falling short of nor going beyond the terms proposed, but meeting

'Marlene Industries Corp. v. Carnac Textiles, Inc., 45 N.Y.2d 327, 332 (N.Y. 1978)
(citing Poel
v. Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., 216 N.Y. 310 (1915)).
4
'Homayonuni v. Paribas, 660 N.Y.S.2d 413, 414 (N.Y. App. Div. 1992); Watts v.
Carter & Sons, Inc., 202 N.Y.S. 852, 854 (N.Y. App. Div. 1924).
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them exactly at all points and closing them just as they stand 4 Under USA's
own interpretation of § 5,which I agree limits the scope of its rights to the
Series programs, USA's "acceptance" failed to match each and every
material term that related in a reasonable way to the Series and was
contained in Viacom's offer. Under established New York contract law,
therefore, USA's selective acceptance does not constitute a legally effective
acceptance of Viacom's offer.
The conclusion I reach, that USA failed to match the material terms
of Viacom's April 2 offer pursuant to USA's right of first refusal, is required
by the applicable New York contract law principles cited above. It is not, in
my opinion, an inequitable or unfair result in light of all the circumstances.
For example, I would note the high level of tactical maneuvering in this case,
on the part of all the participants. In any event, USA had possible
alternatives open to it that might have produced a different outcome.
When WWFE tendered the April 2 Viacom offer (an offer that USA
undoubtedly knew was "in the wings"), USA had every right, indeed some
authorities hold that it had an affirmative legal obligation,49 to undertake a
reasonable investigation of any terms or conditions of the third party offer
that were unclear to USA. To the extent USA believed particular terms in
the Viacom offer might not relate to the Series, and thus might not be within
the purview of its right of first refusal, its recourse was to request additional
information from WWFE. Notwithstanding the opportunity to seek
clarification from WWFE during the ten day period between receipt of
Viacom's offer on April 3 and USA's response on April 12, USA did not call
a single WWFE representative to seek guidance on questionable deal points.
Lynn testified at trial that USA was "afraid what would happen if we talked
to them during this period."5 Whatever tactical thinking animated this
decision to abjure direct communication with WWFE, it seems, from my
common-sensical perspective, to have been destined to bear bitter fruit.
Additionally, USA clearly had the right and the opportunity to secure
interpretive assistance from the courts before, rather than after, it responded
to Viacom's offer. Rather than seek declaratory or injunctive relief as to
whether Viacom's April 2 offer triggered its right of first refusal under § 5,
USA chose to treat the offer as a triggering offer and attempted to match it.
It seems that USA chose this avenue for tactical reasons (i.e., USA could not
have moved for specific performance otherwise, a remedy that might afford

422 NY Jur.2d Contracts § 52 (1999) (citingBarber-GreeneCo., Inc. v. M.F Dollard,
Jr., Inc., 269 N.Y. S. 211, 215-16 (N.Y. App. Div. 1934)).
49
See JohnD. Stump & Assoc., Inc. v. CunninghamMemorial Park,Inc., 419 S.E.2d
699,706 (W. Va. Supr. 1992); Koch Indus., Inc. v. Sun Co., Inc., 918 F.2d 1203, 1212 (5th Cir.
1990).
"Trial Tr. at 479-8 1.

